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Abstract 
In this research project, closed-form direct position analysis of Stewart platform 
type parallel manipulator is studied. 
In this thesis, a general approach for closed-form direct position analysis is 
presented. With the aid of the geometric properties and closed-form direct position 
analysis of four substructures, point-line, point-body, line-line and line-body, closed-
form direct position analysis of Stewart platform type parallel manipulator is made much 
easier and becomes possible theoretically. 
Case studies not reported before are reported as an illustration of the success of 
the approach suggested. Type 5-5 case II and type 6-6 with four collinear joint centers 
on both links are shown with numerical examples, and 24 and 16 solutions are found 
respectively for the two cases. Procedures to solutions for type 6-5 and type 6-6 with four 
collinear joint centers on one link are also provided. 
In addition to closed-form direct position analysis, a conclusion relating 
singularity analysis and closed-form direct position analysis is presented: If closed-form 
direct position analysis results in multiple solutions, the configuration is always a 
singular configuration. This conclusion is illustrated by examples. 
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1.1 Serial Manipulator and Parallel Manipulator 
The manipulators used in industrial applications are often serial manipulators, 
they are built with a kinematic chain between the robot base and the end-effector. With 
this kind of structure, it is well known that the robots are unable to perform fast and 
accurate motions at the same time. It is because the first actuators have to carry both the 
whole arm and the other actuators, and this leads to a low stiffiiess. 
Parallel manipulators are kinematic chains containing one or more closed loops, 
and only a certain number of pairs of the manipulators are actuated. Parallel manipulators 
have some advantages over serial manipulators. Among these are a stiffer mechanical 
structure with consequent higher natural frequencies, less sensitivity to variation of 
external load on position accuracy, and a superior position accuracy of the output-
controlled link. 
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The main disadvantages of parallel manipulators are the limited workspace and 
reduced dexterous maneuverability of the output link. Moreover, the direct position 
analysis for parallel manipulators, that is, to find the location (position and orientation) 
of the output link when a set of inputs (actuator displacements) is given, is a difficult 
analytical problem. 
Due to the stiffiiess of parallel manipulators, the position accuracy is much better 
than serial manipulators, they can be used in situation where precision is important. They 
can also be used as force-torque sensors, active compliant wrist etc. Industrial 
applications have been investigated, and detailed studies on various applications such as 
the inlet duct painting system[LR01] based on parallel manipulator has been reported. 
In the area of parallel manipulator, the most well-known parallel mechanism is 
the Stewart platform which was introduced as an aircraft simulator by Stewart in 
趣 
Figure 1.1 Stewart Platform Parallel Mechanism 
1965[ST01]. Since then, there are more and more researchers interested in parallel 
manipulators. Some are working on direct position analysis (DPA), some are working 
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on rate kinematics and some are working on control aspects. And many different kinds 
of parallel manipulators aiming at different applications are proposed by researchers. The 
most widely discussed model is the fiilly parallel six degree-of-freedom Stewart platform 
type parallel manipulator (SPPM). SPPM is a manipulator with two platform type links 
connected in-parallel by six linear actuators. Each actuator is connected to the base link 
by a universal joint and to the movable link by a spherical joint. In the analysis of SPPM, 
DPA is the most complicated and no closed-form solution has been found for the general 
type, although solutions exist for some special cases. It is because the system of 
equations for DPA is highly non-linear and involves many solutions. 
Until now, numerical iterative method is used to solve the direct displacement 
problem of parallel manipulators. By using numerical method, it is difficult, if not 
impossible, to find out all the solutions for each special type of SPPM. Besides, a good 
formulation may be applied to prevent numerical instability. 
With the closed-form solution, important information on the geometry and 
kinematics of a parallel manipulator can be obtained: the exact number of real 
configurations for a specified set of actuator lengths is known and effects of errors in 
actuator lengths on position and orientation can be quantified. Besides, a Cartesian 
controller with necessary feedback information (the position and orientation) can be 
designed based on the closed-form solution. The solution is important when the actual 
position and orientation cannot be directly sensed, and when the manipulator's 
configuration is determined only from the actuator lengths. 
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Besides closed-form DP A, singularity analysis is another important issue in the 
study of robots. Singular configurations exist in almost every robots, no matter it is a 
serial manipulator or parallel manipulator. At singular configurations, serial manipulators 
will lose some degrees of freedom, while parallel manipulators will gain some degrees 
of freedom. Therefore, we cannot control a parallel manipulator if it is at singular 
configuration because the end-effector will move even the velocities of actuators are 
zero. So, determining locations of singular configurations existed in a parallel 
manipulator on-line or off-line is very important. 
In this research project, the closed-form DP A of SPPM is studied and DP A is 
addressed as follows : for a set of actuator lengths, determine the coordinates of the 
output link relative to the base link. A general approach for closed-form DP A of SPPM 
is stated in chaptered 2, several case studies not reported before are reported in chapter 
3. In chapter 4, relationship between closed-form DPA and singularity analysis are 
presented with some examples. 
1.2 Literature Overview 
In the past several years, parallel manipulator has been attracting more and more 
attentions, after the introduction of the Stewart platform by D. Stewart[ST01] in 1965. 
The report by Stewart is a rough introduction to the design of a new parallel mechanism 
based flight simulator. The study of platform type robotic manipulators from a kinematic 
viewpoint showed that SPPM is a general maneuverable device [YLO1 ]. With the analysis 
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by Fichter[FI01], knowledge about a general SPPM is gained in depth. General theory 
about backward displacement analysis, inverse rate kinematics, inverse dynamics, 
singularity analysis and workspace analysis are all covered in the literature to certain 
extent. 
In 1989, Nguyen and Pooran[NP01] worked on the dynamic analysis of SPPM, 
computer simulation showed that centrifugal and Coriolis effects are negligible in slow 
motion situations. After that, in 1991, Nguyen, Antrazi and Zhou[NA01] studied motion 
control and trajectory planning for a SPPM. In the work, a small SPPM as a compliant 
wrist for force transmission was built and the DPA was solved numerically by Powell 
Direction Set Method. 
Investigations on SPPM gave some satisfactory results. Possible parallel 
manipulators other than SPPM having characteristics not inherent in SPPM were 
suggested for applications on different areas. A prototype parallel manipulator[CAO 1 ], 
DELTA robot[PF01], SMARTee manipulator[CB01], spherical three-degree-of-freedom 
parallel manipulator [GLO1 ], a three DOF compliant wrist[HI01], tripot 
mampulator[DSO 1 ] and many other types are suggested for high speed operation, hybrid 
control, compliance control etc. 
In the analysis of all types of SPPM and the suggested new parallel manipulators, 
researchers found that it is very difficult to find the closed-form solution for direct 
displacement kinematics problem. They therefore applied numerical methods, such as 
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Powell Direction Set Method, for the solution although not all possible solution for the 
problem can be found. And some researchers simply add equipments on parallel 
manipulator to gain extra information to solve the direct position problem. During the 
last few years, sensors are suggested to be added on parallel manipulators. With the extra 
- information, Merlet[ME01] can obtain a unique solution for the direct position problem 
with at most four sensors and with three passive legs for some special types of SPPM. 
Sensors attached to the parallel manipulator leading to solution of direct position problem 
also studied by Angeles and Baron[BA01, BA02], guidelines for the placement of 
sensors on parallel manipulators with different constructions are also discussed. 
Besides numerical method and experimental approach, many researchers have 
realized the importance of solving DP A in closed form, therefore a lot of work has been 
done on this subject in last few years. 
Carlo Lmocenti and Vincenzo Parenti-Castelli, the most active researchers in this 
subject, has found the closed-form solution for DP A of the Stewart Platform Mechanism 
(SPM), a case of type 3-3[IV02], two classes of new parallel mechanisms [IV04], a case 
of type 6-4[IV03], a case of type 4-4[IV05], a general fully parallel spherical wrist[IV06] 
and a case of type 5-5[IV07]. Besides, they suggested a procedure[IV01] to the general 
SPM. In Lmocenti and Parenti-Castelli's analysis, an equivalent serial manipulator after 
disconnecting several legs from the parallel manipulator was utilized. Several non-linear 
equations, closure equations are formed afterwards to eliminate unknowns from the 
equations until only one unknown remains. Finally, the polynomial equation in one 
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unknown is solved for all the configurations of the mechanism. The approach applied by 
the two researchers was quite successful in many different types of SPPM, and closed-
form solutions for DPA of various parallel mechanisms were obtained. But, due to the 
requirement for an equivalent serial manipulator, finding closed-form DPA is not always 
possible for certain types of SPPM, in fact, types solved by the two researchers is still 
limited. 
Griffis and Duffy has solved the SPM[GD01] and type 4-4 with W. Lin[GD02]. 
They found out an equivalent mechanism for the type of SPPM studied, equations from 
the well-known equivalent mechanisms, such as spherical joint, were then used to 
determine the closed-form solutions. Alizade and Tagiyev with Duffy[AT01, AT02], 
suggested two new 6 DOF in-parallel manipulators and DPA, backward displacement 
analysis (BDA) and workspace analysis are studied. 
Other than Innocenti and Parenti-Castelli and Griffis and Duffy, Nanua and 
Waldron[WN01] have also worked on the Stewart Platform independently. The approach 
is similar to that of Innocenti and Parenti-Castelli, but the number of maximum real 
configurations is larger than that obtained by the other researchers. In studying the SPM, 
Merlet used a procedure similar to the above researchers and concluded that there are at 
most 16 real configurations exist. Later in 1994, Merlet[ML01] proved that the maximum 
number of real configurations for Stewart platform mechanism is in fact only 12, instead 
of 16. 
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Of so many special types of SPPM, Zhang and Song got the closed-form solution 
for DPA of a special type with 5 collinear joints on one link[ZS01]. With the special 
structure, one rotational degree-of-freedom of the movable link is decoupled from other 
5 dof. Taking advantage from the special feature, they found that there are at maximum 
16 real configurations for a given set of actuator lengths. 
Kong and Yang studied two more special classes of the SPPM[KY01]. They used 
a self-developed classification method concerning substructures of parallel mechanisms 
and classes containing different combination of substructures are discussed. And DPA 
of two new classes not studied before were analysed by considering the special 
substructures. In this work, parallel mechanisms studied were constructed by predefined 
substructures so that the solution of DPA can be simplified. However, not all types of 
parallel mechanisms can be constructed this way and this limitation makes the analysis 
applicable only to a special domain of parallel mechanisms. 
Recently, Yin and Liang[YL02] worked on two simplified cases of SPPM with 
triangular base link, movable link and with special arrangements on the joint centers on 
both links. The maximum number of real configurations are found to be 24 and 40. Fuan 
Wen and Chong Gao Liang[WL01] worked on a special case of SPPM with coplanar 
joint centers on both links. With the special feature of coplanar joint centers, the 
maximum number of real configurations is found to be 40 including mirror image about 
the base link. With some simplifications on coincidence of joint centers of the movable 
link, solutions for type 6-5 and 6-4 with coplanar joint centers are found to be 40 and 32 
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respectively. As a extension to type 6-4 with coplanar joint centers, Liao, Seneviratne 
and Erles[LS02] studied a case of type 6-4 and the number of solutions found is 24. 
In the study of general SPPM with no coincident joint centers, Lee and 
Roth[LR01] considered a simplified case with joint centers on both links are coplanar 
and the two links are similar. With this special structure, the maximum number of real 
configurations is 16 and the structure is proved to be singular if the base and movable 
links are regular hexagons. This result is consistent with that in [MAOl]. In the work of 
Sreenivasan, Waldron and Nanua[SW01], an efficient algorithm is developed to find all 
the possible configurations from the relationship between rotation matrices of all the 16 
possible configurations. Dasgupta and Mruthyunjaya[DMO 1 ] presented an approach to 
a canonical formulation of DP A for a more general case in which all joint centers on both 
links are coplanar. The maximum number of real configurations was predicted to be 64. 
Due to the complication of elimination of variables, only a system of three quadratic 
equations were provided. 
Hunt[HP01] based on his analysis, predicted the maximum number of real 
configurations for different special cases. Raghavan[RA01], using a numerical method 
known as polynomial continuation, determined that the maximum number of real 
configurations for a general SPPM is 40. The above work can be utilized as a guideline 
for researchers working on DPA and its maximum number of solutions. 
In different types of parallel manipulator, the simplest one is the planar three 
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DOF parallel manipulator. For a general planar parallel mechanism，the maximum 
number of real solutions for DPA is six. With simplification in the configuration such 
that three joint centers on both links are collinear, the maximum number of real 
solutions[GM01] becomes four. Singularity analysis of planar parallel manipulator shows 
- that the surface of type II[SG01] singular configuration is a quadratic one[SG01, SG02] 
and architecture singularity[MA01] can be avoided if it is considered in the design stage 
of the manipulator. With other types of parallel manipulator, such as SPPM, Merlet 
suggested a method to find all the singular configurations by Grassmann 
geometry[ME02]. But the method is complicated in implementation. In the literature of 
singularity analysis, there is a hole in the studies on relationship between singlularity 
analysis and closed-form DPA. In chapter 4, this issue will be studied and discussed. 
1.3 Objective 
In this research project, closed-form DPA for SPPM is studied. A generic 
approach for the problem is suggested. With the generic approach, closed-form DPA for 
any type of SPPM becomes possible and application areas of SPPM will be broadened. 
Besides, an relationship between closed-form DPA and singularity analysis is presented 
to connect the two research areas of robotics. 
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Chapter 2 
Classification and General 
Approach 
2.1 Overview 
Stewart platform type parallel manipulators can be formed in many different 
configurations and each configuration has its inherent geometrical properties. Finding 
a closed-form solution of direct position analysis for a special type of parallel 
manipulator efficiently becomes case dependent. 
In section 2.2, the general SPPM is classified into different types so that different 
algorithm for finding the closed-form solution of DP A can be applied on different types 
of parallel manipulators based on their special geometric properties. 
Besides, the SPPM is found to be formed by several simple substructures. Section 
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2.3 will discuss the geometric properties of these substructures. With the aid of the 
geometric properties of these substructures, the approach introduced in the following 
sections will lead to the closed-form solution for the DPA of SPPM. 
The general approach for the closed-form DPA will be studied and discussed in 
section 2.4, which is followed by the introdution of the detailed procedure for applying 
the approach to solve the DPA problem in practice. 
2.2 Classification of Stewart Platform Type Parallel 
Manipulators 
C ^ ^ ^ ^ Ball Joint 
Movable Link ^ ^ f , \ ^ 
y T / Ball or Universal 
Joint Center / \ I Joint 
Base Link 4 \ 
Figure 2.1 Stewart Platform Type Parallel Manipulator 
There are two links (base link and movable link) and six actuators in a SPPM. 
Each actuator has a ball or universal joint connected to the base and a ball joint 
connected to movable link. 
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The number of joint centers on one link may vary from 3 to 6 due to the 
coincidence of joint centers. Considering the number of joint centers on both link, SPPM 
can be classified by a binary type number N-n where N is the number of joint centers on 
the base link and n is the number of joint centers on the movable link. 
This classification method just gives a coarse type classification because there 
may exist many different cases for each type classified. Taking type 5-5 as an example, 
there exists 2 cases shown below. 
職聰 
Case I Type 5-5 Case II 
Figure 2.2 Type 5-5 SPPM 
When performing the closed-form DPA, it is therefore desirable to sub-classify 
the types into different cases and consider the geometric properties for each case before 
applying the approach presented later in this chapter. 
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2.3 Sub-structures of Stewart Platform Type Mechanism 
Among all geometric entities, three of them, point, line and body are considered 
here and the combination of two of these three entities form four basic structures. They 
are Point-Line (PL), Point-Body (PB), Line-Line (LL) and Line-Body (LB). This 
representation means that the first geometric entity is located relatively to the latter 
geometric entity, i.e. a PL structure is one with a point located relatively to a line. 
In the following, the fixed reference and movable coordinate system are labelled 
with So and Sp respectively. The geometric values, such as lengths and angles are shown 
in the corresponding figure. Points on the fixed reference coordinate system will be 
labelled with 為 and points on the movable coordinate system will be labelled with Bj. 
Lengths of legs connecting the two entities in the structure are labelled with L .^ 
2.3.1 Point-Line (PL) Structure 
Bi (x,y) 
； A 
八 L i / ， \L2 
h i i v 
Al (0,0) A2 (a2,0) 
Figure 2.3 Point-Line (PL) Structure 
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In this structure, the two geometric entities considered are a point and a line. A point Bj 
is located relative to a line A1A2, with the leg lengths and angles in fig. 2.3. The fixed 
reference coordinate system is as shown in the figure. 
This structure is in fact a planar structure. Both sine and cosine laws can then be applied 
to the problem. 
sine law 
sin6j sin 62 sin03 
丄 2 “2 
cosine law (2.1) 
2 2 2 
L2 = “2 -2 COS 
2 2 2 Li = + <32 
2 2 2 
There is only one point in the movable coordinate system, therefore only the coordinate 
of Bi (x,y) need to be determined, 
X = L�cos01 
/ . A (2.2) 
y = L J sine J \ , 
From the above relationship, two parameters are required to detemine the coordinates of 
point Bj in the reference coordinate system. It is therefore concluded that two leg lengths, 
Li and L) are needed for the determination of the position of point B .^ Besides, given L! 
and L2, two possible position of point B! is possible. The two possible configurations are 
mirror images of each other about the line 為為. 
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2.3.2 Point-Body (PB�Structure 
黌 Bl (x，y，z) 
Figure 2.4 Point-Body (PB) Structure 
In this structure, the two geometric entities considered are a point and a body. A 
point Bl is located relative to a body AiA2A^ with three points, A2 and A .^ Lengths of 
legs connecting B�and AJA2A3 are shown in fig.2.4. The three points, Aj, A2 m&A^ form 
a plane and So is established on this plane as shown in fig.2.4. The length and angle 
values of this structure are also given in the figure. 
This structure is actually a tetrahedron with the lengths of the legs shown in 
fig.2.4. The surfaces are triangles and governed by sine and cosine laws. In the sturcutre, 
there is only one point in the movable coordinate system, therefore only the coordinates 
of Bj need to be determined. 
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Xj = a^-i/^ jSinAiCosGsinPs 
y^ = (a2-l3CosAj)sinp2-^3sinAjCos0 cosp2 
Zj = L s^inA-jSinO 
where (2.3) 
2 2 2 CI ~ ^  \ 
以23COS 久 1 + 以 12C0S P3 COS X ^ 
2丄3 
COS0 = 
ai2sinP3sin 入 1 
With each set of leg lengths, Lj, L) and 丄力 two values of 9 with different signs can be 
obtained. The two values are reflection about the plane A^ A：^ .^ Therefore, two 
configurations will be found in getting the position of B! relative to S� . 
2.3.3 Line-Line (UJ) Structure 
Zp 
\ B3 
^ Y \ \ 
1/ • i 
i i 9 • > Xo 
A J (0,0,0) A2 (a2,0,0) A3(a3,0,0) A4 (a4,0,0) 
Figure 2.5 Line-Line (LL) Structure 
In this structure, the two geometric entities considered are both lines. And the 2 
lines are connected by 2 to 4 legs. Due to this difference, the structure can be named as 
a LiL structure with i equal to the number of legs connecting the two lines. 
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In the following, the position of the movable coordinate system is proved to be 
determinable if there are four legs connecting the two lines and the lengths of the four 
legs are given. 
With all values indicated in fig.2.6, the position and orientation of the line can be 
calculated relative to S。，as follows. 
Consider the structure to be a LjL structure, with j legs. Let 4 = {Lf-L^-bf-afyi, 
i=2, ...J, AB=[r 0 tf and A=[l m nf be unit vectors along A�Bi and BjB^ in the coordinate 
system So respectively, and Bf be B^  expressed in coordinate system S� . 
Then, 
B^ = L^A b.k 
L- -
2 
Li = (L^A^ + ^^b.k-A^) 
- n r n r"ir"i r i r n 
r I r a. I a. 
\ 2 2 2 X 
L^b. 0 ' m -L^O ' 0 -b.m ' 0 =—(丄,-L^ -b^ - a f ) 
t n t 0 n 0 
- J L J 匕 J L J L -
L^b.ilr^nt)-L^a.r-a.b.l = d. where i = 2,…,j (2.4) 
The LyL structure implies that there will be a total of (/-I) equations in the 
system. Besides, there are 5 variables, r, t, I, m and n in Eq.(2.4). Together with the 
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following two conditions, there will be a total of (/-l)+2 equations. 
I2 1 (2.5) 
I +m+n = 1 
If the position and orientation of the line are determined relative to So, the number 
of equations should be equal to the number of variables in the system of equations 
Eq.(2.4) and (2.5), i.e., (/-l)+2 = 5 or j=4. It comes out that the required structure will 
be a L4L structure. 
If7 = 2, there is only one equation for the system, 
+ = (2.6) 
If j = 3, one more equation is added, 
-a^b^l : d^  (2.7) 
Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) are found linear in r and t that can be written in terms of I and n. 
r = 
L^ia^b^-a^b^) 
I [b^ (^ 2 + � 0 ] (2.8) 
These expressions together with Eq.(2.5), provide a relationship between I, m and n with 
one variable only. 
If j = 4, one more equation is again introduced, 
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= d^ (2.9) 
the following result [KYOl] is obtained, 
r = 
V 4 (�3-�4) - “3 V 4 (�2 - “4)+"4M3 (�2-“3)]丄 1 
t -




m = 士 v^l -/2一�2 
From Eq. (2.10), one can see that the number of solution obtained is two, rather than one. 
The two solutions are mirror image about x-z plane of Sq. 
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2.3.4 Line-Body (LB) Structure 
一 。 ) • ‘ • ) ) 
Figure 2.6 Line-Body (LB) Structure 
In this structure, the two geometric entities considered are a line and a body. The 
2 entities are connected by 3 to 5 legs. Due to this difference, the structure can be named 
as a LiB structure with i equal to the number of legs connecting the two entities. 
In the later part of this section, the position of the movable coordinate system is 
proved to be determinable if there are five legs connecting the two entities, line and 
body, if the lenths of the legs are given. 
With all values indicated in fig.2.7, the position and orientation of the line can be 
calculated relative to S � a s following. 
Let the structure be a LjB structure, and therefore there are j legs. Let d^  = 
bf-afyi, i=3, ...J, where a 产=|1^ ,|2’ As=[r s tf and k=[l m nf be unit vectors along AjBj 
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and BjB4 in coordinate system So respectively and B^ be B^ in coordinate system S� . 
I, m and n are not independent, in fact, they are related by the following. 
Zo 
I J Y� 
Figure 2.7 Relationship of Direction Cosines 
I = cos a^cos a 
•X y 
m = sin a^  cos a^ (2.11) 
n = sin tty 
Then, 
A B. = b.k + L.A J.-A. 
1 I I 1 X3 I 
zf = A.B.'A.B. 
2 
Li = (b.k + L^A g-A^) 
2 2 2 
L = jLi + Z?, ^A • a .+2 b.L.k'A „-2b .k'A.-2 L.A ^-A . 
I I 1 D I I i n I 
I r I ^ix r ^ix 
d. = bX^ m . s -b. mr ^jy -L^ s • cijy "J H W W 
di -- b.L^ilr.ms^nt)- b.{aj^a.ym . a.n) - L^ {a .^r. a .^s. a .^f) 
where i = 3, . . .J ‘ 
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The LjB structure implies that there will be a total of (/-I) equations in the system 
with 5 variables, r，s, t a^ and a .^ Together with the following relationship, there will be 
a total of (/-1)+1 equations. 
r ' . s ' . t ' - 1 (2.13) 
If the position and orientation of the line is determinable relative to Sq, the number 
variables in the system should be equal to the number of equations in Eq.(2.12) and 
(2.13)，i.e., (/-1)+1=5 or j=5. It comes out that the required structure will be a L5B 
structure. 
Ify•二 there are two equations in the system of equations, 





D-L^ [ K - V ) � � s A -«2入)爪] 
If j = 4，one more equation is added, 
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d^ - b ^ L ^ ( l r . m s . n t ) - ^ a ^ ^ n ) - L^ {a^r^a^^s ^a^J) ( 2 . 1 6 ) 
The system of equations are linear in {r,s,t). The three values can therefore be written in 





S = - ~ 
D 




D s - h l - a ^ 、+以3x、"以3/3讲 办3" 
Dt - hl-^h b^m-a^y d^.a^^b^Ua^^b^m 
办4厂以4x b各"4十以4;^"«4/4附十〜办4" 
Together with Eq(2.13), relationship between I, m and n and hence oc^  and oty can be 
determined. 
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If j = 5, one more equation is introduced, 
d^ = - a ^ ^ n ) - ^ ^ r ^a ^ s^ ^a ^ J) (2.18) 
The system of equations now have four linear equations in r,s,t and (Jr+ms+nf). 
These four variables can then be expressed in terms of {l,m,n). The variable Qr+ms+ni) 
will provide the relationship between (/，m,«) and hence a^ and a^ Together with Eq. 
(2.13), all quantities can be determined. 
With five equations and five unknowns in the system of equations, the position 
and orientation of the line can be specified in S� . The calculations of the position and 
orientation of the line is given in appendix A.l and the number of solutions is found to 
be 24. 
2.4 Approach for Closed-Form Direct Position Analysis 
There are quite a lot published approaches for the closed-form direct position 
analysis, most of them solved one or several types/cases. The closed-form solution for 
direct position problem for many different cases of Stewart platform type parallel 
manipulators have also been reported. 
One of the approaches suggested by Innocenti and Parenti-Castelli is proved to 
be applicable in solving the closed-form DPA of many different types of SPPM. 
However, the application of this approach is limited by the case dependent characteristics 
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of its computational procedures. 
In this section, Innocenti and Parenti-Castelli's approach is further extended. 
Together with the classification and analysis method discussed in the previous section, 
a generic approach which is relatively more case-independent, is proposed for solving 
the closed-form DPA of SPPM. 
In this approach, the rotation matrix and translation vector for coordinate 
transformation between coordinate systems attached on the base link and the movable 
link is established. Before the formation of the transformation matrix, certain legs should 
be disconnected first. Then the lengths of those disconnected legs will act as constraints 
and resulting in a system of closure equations. This system of non-linear equations are 
then solved to provide the closed-form solutions for the system. 
2.4.1 DOF of Stewart Platform Type Parallel Mechanism 
To determine the DOF of the Stewart platform type parallel manipulator, the 
well-known mobility equation is employed. 
g 
M - d(n-g-\)^Y.fi 
/=i 
M = the mobility of the system 
J = 3 for planar system (2 19) 
6 for spatial system 
n = number of links 
g = number of joints 
/ . = DOF of the ith joint 
For each leg of the parallel manipulator, there are one spherical joint, one 
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prismatic joint and one universal joint. The DOF of a spherical joint, a prismatic joint 
and a universal joint are 3, 1 and 2 respectively. Therefore, there are a total of 6 DOF for 
each leg. Putting all values (d=6, «=14, g=18,l]/;.= 36) into the mobility equation. The 
DOF of the Stewart platform type parallel manipulator is therefore equal to 6. 
If all the prismatic joints are locked, ^ ^ 30, and the DOF of the SPPM is 0. It 
i-\ 
then becomes a structure and the position of the movable link can be determined relative 
to the base link. 
2.4.2 DOF of Stewart Platform Type Parallel Mechanism with 
Disconnected Legs 
If q legs are disconnected from the parallel manipulator, the values n, g and 
^ c h a n g e s to 2 (6-�+2，3 (6-^) and 6 {6-q) respectively. And the DOF of the resulting 
M 
system M=6 if none of the prismatic joints are locked, and M=q if all the prismatic joints 
are locked. 
Therefore, the Stewart platform type parallel manipulator with q legs 
disconnected and all prismatic joints locked has q DOF, and at least q variables should 
be introduced if the position of the movable link relative to the base link is to be 
determined. 
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2.4.3 Formation of Rotation and Translation Matrices 
Figure 2.8 Coordinate Systems in SPPM 
Before setting up coordinate frames, q legs are disconnected first for analysis. 
The legs disconnected will be determined by the substructure existed in the type of 
parallel manipulator concerned. With the substructure considered, the legs not included 
in the substructure will be disconnected. 
Two coordinate system attached to the base link, S�and the movable link, Sp 
respectively are then setup. With the coordinate system at base link acting as a fixed 
reference coordinate system, the position and orientation of the movable link can be 
represented with respect to the fixed reference coordinate system, So. 
When setting up coordinate systems, a plane formed from three coplanar, but non-
collinear joint centers should be chosen. Let the three joint centers on base link be A ,^ A � 
and Aj and those on movable link be B�’ B�and B^. Take Aj and Bj as the origin of the 
coordinate systems, the x-axis and y-axis can then be assigned arbitrarily for 
convenience. Now, the translation vector, T, and the rotation matrix, R, can be formed 
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as a function of geometric properties of the substructure considered, plus q additional 
unknowns resulted from disconnecting the q legs. 
^11 尺 12 ^13 
及 =穴 2 1 ^ 2 2 及 2 3 
穴31 及32 及 3 3 
rri fTi ryi rri T 
7卞1 h (2.20) 
where 
及,yO = [ l , 3 ] J = [ l ,3]) are functions oi ^ 
T. (z= [1,3]) are functions of {L 
I . = length of leg i (M，2,.”6-g) 
0.are unknowns (z = 6-^+1 ,...,6) 
Where R^ is a polynomial function linear in sine^ and cos if is a rotational variable 
and 7] is a polynomial function linear in if 6k is a translational variable. The formation 
of and T can be illustrated with the following two examples, which are two special 
cases of type 5-5. 
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case II 
Figure 2.9 Coordinate System Transformation in Type 5-5 Case I SPPM 
The substructure is composed of two PL structure, AjA^2 and 乂 力 力 厂 And the legs A 扎’ 
A5B5 and Afi^ are disconnected before setting up the coordinate system. The 
transformation sequence is as follows : 
1. Rotate about z by 61 
2. Rotate about x by a^  
3. Translate about zby L^ 
4. Rotate about z by 62 
5. Rotate about xby «2 
6. Rotate about z by 63 
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case II 
Figure 2.10 Coordinate System Transformation in Type 5-5 Case II SPPM 
The substructure is composed of two PB structure AjAjA^Bj and BJB2B3A3. Therefore the 
legs disconnected are A此 and A 扎.The transformation sequence is as follows : 
1. Rotate about y by a^  
2. Rotate about x by (90°-«2) 
3. Rotate about z by 61 
4. Translate along z by 62 
5 • Rotate about x by -(90 °-a^) 
6. Rotate about y by a* 
In the formation ofR and 7 of case I, Innocenti and Parenti-Castelli constructed 
an equivalent serial structure. It makes the transformation much easier and the variables 
other than 6；, do not depend on Q；. The problem becomes a traditional inverse kinematics 
problem of a serial manipulator. 
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For case E, it is difficult to find an equivalent serial structure and the advantages 
of the approach proposed by Innocenti and Parenti-Castelli cannot be applied to solve the 
problem. In addition, variables such as a； depends on Sj, the direct position problem 
therefore becomes a highly non-linear problem. To the extent of the author's knowledge 
very few progress on the closed-form direct position analysis of this case has been 
reported. With the aid of the structure analysis, we can now find a solution for the 
problem which will be discussed in details in the next chapter. 
2.4.4 Formation of Closure Equations 
A closure equation is an equation representing the constraint of the given length 
ofthe^h leg, L). q closure equations are found for the q disconnected legs, and in general 
the number of closure equations will be equal to the number of variables in R and T. The 
closed-form solution for DPA of SPPM is therefore theoretically possible . 
Given R and T, any point of the movable link can be obtained : 
= R'Bj^ T (2.21) 
where Bf and B�are the position vector of a point Bj in Sq and Sp respectively. 
The closure equations can then be written as follows : 
{R-Bj^T-Af - Lj (j-6-qA,...,6) ( 2 . 2 2 ) 
where Aj is the position vector of the point Aj in Sq. Expanding Eq.(2.22), it becomes : 
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b/.R T- A/'R • Bj-A/‘ T. (AJ .Bj . T^ - ( / 、 6 个 1，...，6) ( 2 . 2 3 ) 
It results in a system of q equations with q unknowns, and in general, a system of 
nonlinear equations. 
2.4.5 Elimination of Variables 
Having obtained Eq.(2.23), 0�can be eliminated by the well-known elimination 
theory[TMOl]. But it is not so easy to eliminate variables from a system of non-linear 
equations with more than two variables {q>2). It is therefore preferable to make q as 
small as possible and it can be achieved by choosing substructures in the parallel 
manipulator embedding 4 or more legs. Having eliminated the first (^-1) variables, 6i, 
from Eq.(2.23), a final polynomial equation in 6q can be found and closed-form 
solution for the problem can be further obtained. 
Due to the nature of transformation along the specified path, Eq.(2.23) are linear 
in terms of cos6j and sin6j if 6j is a variable of rotation and variables other than 6j are 
independent of 6�.Case n of type 5-5 is a good example and Eq.(2.23) are linear in cosOi 
and sin6i because oti，a�,ccj and are independent of but depends on 62 only. 
Take q=2 as an example, and only a system of two equations is obtained from the 
generic closure equation, Eq.(2.23). We can substitute the following trigonometric 
relations if the closure equations are linear in cos d, and sin Sj. 
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COS0.= 
( 2 . 2 4 ) 
. . 21/ 
sm6.= 
and the following system of nonlinear equations is resulted. 
m 
0 
( 2 . 2 5 ) 
E Gjuj - 0 
Eliminating u from the above equation, the following eliminant equation is established 
from elimination theory. 
p f F 0 ^ 0 ^ 1 … m - ” 
o f f 
\J ••• A. 0 ... ^^  ••. 
0 F F 
“ i 0 … m 
- 0 (2.26) 
Gq G I ... G^ ... 0 
0 ... GQ ... G n 
0 GQ ... G n 
This eliminant equation is the condition for the system of two equations to have 
consistent solutions for variable w,. The number of rows in the determinant is (m+n), in 
which the number of rows containing the coefficients, F, is n and that containing the 
coefficients Gj is m. 
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2.4.6 Final Solution 
Having eliminated variables from a system of closure equations, an equation with 
only one variable is obtained. But in some cases, the remaining variable, 65 is coupled 
with other variables. In such situations, the relationship between the variables and 65 can 
be found out from the substructure used in the analysis. The added relationship, together 
with the equation from elimination of variables, a final polynomial equation will be 
determined and the closed-form solution for DPA can be obtained. Other varaibles's 
values are then calculated by substituting solutions from the final polynomial equation 
into closure equations and the final location of Sp can be specified by substituting all 
variables into R and T. 
2.5 Summary 
SPPM are in general, formed by four basic structures, PB, PL, LL and LB. The 
relative position of entities existing in the structures are determined based on their 
inherent geometric properties. With the properties, a point can be determined relative to 
a line and a body if lengths of two and three legs connecting the two entities are given 
respectively. While a line can be determined relative to a line and a body if lengths of 
four and five legs connecting the two entities are given respectively. DPA for these 
structures show that the number of configurations for these determinable structures is in 
general more than one. 
A generic approach is presented based on the theory about the four basic 
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structures. The procedure is listed below: 
1 • Selecting a structure consisting of as many legs as possible in the SPPM. 
2. Disconnecting legs not in the selected structure temporarily such that closure 
equations can be formed. 
3. Setting up coordinate systems on both links. The coordinate system at base link 
will be the fixed reference coordinate system. 
4. Obtaining R and T. 
5. Setting up the closure equations for the disconnected legs. 
6. Eliminating variables by eliminant of closure equations and solve for solutions. 
7. Back substituting the solutions to the closure equations in order to find values of 
other variables 
8. Calculating the rotation matrix and translation vector of the movable link relative 





In this chapter, several types of SPPM are studied, and the closed-form solution 
for the DPA problems are presented. Numerical examples are provided for some cases 
and the numerical results are verified by backward displacement analysis. For cases 
without numerical examples, general procedure for finding the closed-form solution is 
discussed in this chapter 
The types considered here are type 5-5 case II, type 6-5, type 6-6 with 4 collinear 
joint centers on both link (denoted as type 6-6 (L4L)) and type 6-6 with 4 collinear joint 
centers on movable link (denoted as type 6-6 (L4B)). Numerical examples are given to 
type 5-5 case II and type 6-6 (L4L). 
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3.2 Type 5-5 Case II 
3.2.1 Coordinate Frames 
There are two different cases for type 5-5 SPPM as introduced in chapter 2. The 
closed-form solution for DPA of case I was reported by Innocenti and Parenti-
Castelli[IV07], and the one for case II，not reported before, is presented here. 
\ B 广 Movable Link 
Yp 必 Y Actuators 
龜 
Vo X / BaseLink 
Figure 3.1 Coordinate Systems in Type 5-5 Case II 
The type of SPPM and the coordinate systems are shown in fig. 3.1 • The base and 
movable coordinate system, So and Sp are originated at 為 and Bj respectively. The x-axis 
of So is in the direction of 為-為 and that of Sp is in the direction of B广B3. 
3.2.2 Selecting Legs to Disconnect 
As mentioned in chapter 2，this manipulator consists of two PB substructures, 
AjA^A办 and BjBjBjAj. The legs A ^ j and are isolated and therefore, these two legs 
can be selected as the disconnected elements for the analysis. 
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3.2.3 Formation of Rotation and Translation Matrices 
藥 . 
A. 
Figure 3.2 Coordinate System Transformation in Type 5-5 Case II 
With reference to fig.3.2, rotation matrix, R and translation vector，T are calculated in 
terms of the variables. The transformation sequence is listed below where each point 
gives a transformation about a local coordinate system with the homogeneous 
transformation matrix. 
— -
cos a J sin oc^  0 0 
-sin a I cos a^ 0 0 
1. rotate about z by = 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
cosa^ 0 -sina^ 0 
0 1 0 0 
2. rotate about yby a^ T^  - . 
sm 0 cosa^ 0 
0 0 0 1 
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1 0 0 0 
0 c o s ( 9 0 � - “2) s i n ( 9 0 � - a 2 ) 0 
3. rotate about xby (90�-a2) T . - � 一 … 
0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
4. translate along zby 6i � 4 = o o 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
cos 02 sin 02 0 0 
-sin 62 cos 02 0 0 
5. rotate about z by 62 T^  = 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 . J 
1 0 0 0 
0 cos(-(90�-a3)) sin (-(90°-063)) 0 
6. roate about xby-(90�-cx3) 7； = ^ -sin(-(90��3)) cos(-(90�-“3)) 0 
0 0 0 1 
costtg 0 -sinttg 0 
0 1 0 0 
7. rotate about y by & = . ^ ^ 
suittg 0 cos ttg 0 
0 0 0 1 
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COS «4 0 sina4 0 
-sin 0 cos «4 0 
8. rotate about z by a^ T^  = 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
Multiplying the above eight transformation matrices, the rotation matrix, R and 
translation vector, Tare calculated [A.2]. 
,110 十尸 1 1 " … 尸 l l / "120+尸 十尸 12v「尸 130 +广 厂 13v 厂 
R = " 2 1 0 十 尸 2 1 « 仏 〜 / r220+ r22"""22v「〜0+广23«仏~3乂 厂 
广 310 + � … � / "320 十 � 2 / ^ + � 2 v � � 3 0 + � / ^ + � 3 v � j , , 
(丄丄） 
T - �2 
where 
U = cos 02 V = sin 02 
3.2.4 Elimination of Variables 
With the generic closure equation Eq.(2.23)，a system of two closure equations 
can be formed for legs A^^ and A扎 .A l l varibles in the system of equations are 
independent of variable 62. Besides, the system of equations are linear in sin 62 and cos 
62. This two quantities will be substituted by the following trigonometric relation, 
cos 62 = 
(3.2) 
sm0，= 
where u = tan (62/2). 
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A system of two quadratic equations in u are then obtained. 
F.j-F.^u^F.^u'^ = 0 where (/=1,2) (3.3) 
The eliminant to eliminate the variable u from the two equations is, 
0 Fii Fi2 FI3 
Fh Fi2 Fi3 0 
=0 (3.4) 
0 ^21 ^22 ^23 
2^1 ^22 ^23 0 
The above equation represents the condition under which Eq.(3.3) have the same 
solutions for u. 
Expanding Eq.(3.4) yields : 
(,11 F23-,13尸21)2+(厂11,22-尸12 厂 21)(厂 13 厂 = ^ (3.5) 
Eq.(3.5) is an equation with one variable, only. 
3.2.5 Solving Final Equation 
The following final equation is obtained from eliminating u in the last step : 
jE；。十五2sinoc2cos(x5 + £3sina3cosa6 +五 4sina2smoc3cosa5cos(x6 = 0 (3.6) 
with^o, E2, E3 and are polynomials in 61^  of degree 13. 
With the aid of the PB structure, the following two equations together with Eq.(3.6), a 
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final polynomial in can be obtained [A. 2]. 
2 4 
(sin a^ cos a 5 ) = 
“ � 4 (3.7) 
冗 20 十*^〔21 61-61 
(sm «3 COS a � = — 
Eliminating sin 0C2，sin a^, cos ccj and cos ag from Eq.(3.5) and Eq.(3.6), a final equation 
for the case of SPPM can be obtained. 
The final equation is an equation of 60th degree in the unknown back 
substituting the 60 solutions to the 2 closure equations, 24 consistent solutions in the 
complex field, resulting in 24 real configurations for each set of leg lengths are obtained. 
This result is consistent with the prediction of Hunt[HP01: • 
3.2.6 Back Substitution 
From the generic solution d,^ (k=l,24) of Eq.(3.6), the corresponding % is 
calculated by substituting d^ ^ into the closure equations. Finally, substituting the results 
into R and T, the position and orientation of the movable link is determined with respect 
to the base link. 
3.2.7 Numerical Example 
With reference to fig.3.1，the position of the five joint centers on base link are 
given in S�:為=(0,-4，0)，义二(5,-4,0),為二(0’0，0)，為=(6,4,0),礼二(8’4,3). Similarly, the 
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positions of the five joint centers on movable link are given in Sp: Bj=(0,0,0\ 万/=(2，1,0), 
万3=(1,0，0)，万尸(3，1,0)，The actuator lengths are Z^尸8.3666, 1^=8.0623, 
1,3=7.5998, L/=6.5641, Lf=4.6447, Z^=3.9530. All geometrical dimensions are in arbitrary 
length unit. 24 solutions in complex field are computed from the final equation and BjS 
in So can be determined. It has been verified that every solution satisfies the closure 
equations. 
Table 3.1 shows the computations and results of the numerical example. One 
solution for every pair of complex conjugate solutions is reported here. Considering the 
geometry, there are 2 real and 22 complex closures for the problem with the given 
kinematic parameters. Fig.3.3 shows the two real configurations. 
Table 3.1 Numerical Solutions for Type 5-5 Case I 
solution 1 
(3.000E0,0.000E0) (4.737E0,0.OOOEO) (3.962E0,0.OOOEO) (5.699E0,0.OOOEO) (5.lOlEO,0•OOOEQ) 
(2.528E0,0.000E0) (3.925E0,0.OOOEO) (2.743E0,0.OOOEO) (4.140E0,0•OOOEO) (1.989E0,0•OOOEO) 
(4.288E0,0.000E0) (4.462E0,0.OOOEO) (4 . 458E0,0.OOOEO) (4.633E0,0•OOOEO) (4•797E0,0.OOOEO) 
solution 2 “ 
(3.OOOEO,0.OOOEO) (4.688E0,0.OOOEO) (3.925E0,0.OOOEO) (5.613E0,0•OOOEQ) (5.014E0,0•OOOEO) 
(2.OOOEO,0.OOOEO) (3, 462E0,0.OOOEO) (2.278E0,0.OOOEO) (3.740E0,0•OOOEO) (1.642E0,0.OOOEO) 
(5.OOOEO,0.OOOEO) (4.878E0,0.OOOEO) (4.743E0,0.OOOEO) (4•621E0,0•OOOEO) (4.093E0,0.OOOEO) 
solution 3 (and 4) 
(3.OOOEO,0.OOOEO) (7.257E0,0.020E0) (5.875,EO,0.057E0) (1.013E1,0•077E0) (1.Q24E0,0.206E0) 
(6.852E0, 0.367E0) (3.359E0,0.307E0) (5.309E0,0.312E0) (1.815E0,0•251E0) (4•170E0,0•2Q7EQ) 
(-0.528E0,7.545E0) (-0.469E0,2.512E0) (-0.448E0,4•438EO) (-0.389E0,-0.594E0) (-0•268E0,0.152E0) 
solution 5 (and 6) 
(3.OOOEO,0.OOOEO) (6.637E0,0.611E0) (5.411E0,0•967E0) (9•048E0,1•578E0) (0.0064E0,3.257E0) 
{4.789E0, 4.345E0) (2.203E0,2.981E0) (3 . 962E0, 3•343E0) (1.377E0, 1.978E0) (4.Q68E0,1•699E0) 
(-6.288E0,6.074E0) (-4 . 797E0, 2 • 214E0) (-4 . 928E0, 3 • 749E0) [(-3 . 438E0,-0 • llOEQ) |(-2 • 339E0, 0 . 636EQ) 
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solution 7 (and 8) 
(3.000E0,0.000E0) (3.372E0,0•040E0) (3.846E0,0.067E0) (4.218E0,0.107E0) (6.OllEO,0•229E0) 
(4.328E0,0.368E0) (6.918E0,0.268E0) (5.572E0, 0.307E0) (8.161E0,0•207E0) (6.712E0, 0.224E0) 
{1.008E0,-3.040E0) (1.187E0,-1.675E0) (1.025E0,-1.921E0) (1 • 203E0,-0.555E0) (0.896E0,0•072E0) 
solution 9 (and 10) 
(3.000E0,0.000E0) (4.07lEO,0.366E0) (4.201E0,0.578E0) (5.272E0, 0. 944E0) (6.733E0, 1.944E0) 
(3.227E0,0.004E0) (4.608E0,-0.538E0) (4.098E0,-0.869E0) (5.479E0,-1.411E0) (5.331E0,2.946E0) 
-2.961E0,0.010E0) (-4.519E0,-0.219E0) (-3.142E0,-0.361E0) (-4.700E0,-0•590E0) (-2.125E0,1•246E0) 
solution 11 (and 12) 
(3.000E0,0.000E0) (5.062E0,-0.207E0) (4.123E0,-0.178E0) (6.185E0,0•386E0) (5.431E0,0.506E0) 
(2.760E0,0.531E0) (3.734E0, 0.828E0) (2.668E0,0.8122E0) (3.642E0,1.109E0) (1.419E0,-1.359E0) 
(4.046E0,-0.887E0) (4.375E0,-0.467E0) (4.446E0,-0.322E0) (4.775E0,-0•098E0) (5.318E0,-0.953E0) 
solution 13 (and 14) 
(3.000E0,0.000E0) (5.214E0,-0.018E0) (3.829E0,0.014E0) (6.043E0,-0•004E0) (4.lOlEO,0•076E0) 
(2.340E0,0.454E0) (2.824E0,0.414EO) (2.952E0,0.500E0) (3.435E0,0•460E0) (4.301E0, 0.679E0) 
(4.625E0,-0.622E0) (4.776E0,-0.22 5E0) (4.482E0,-0.342E0) (4.633E0,0.056E0) (3.902E0,0•103E0) 
solution 15 (and 16) 
(3.000E0,0.000E0) (3.225E0,-0.716E0) (4.IIOEO,0,195E0) (4.334E0,-0.521E0) (7.214E0, 1.498E0) 
(1.540E0, 4.898E0) (4.088E0, 5.048E0) (2.6541E0, 5.529E0) (5.199E0, 5.679E0) (3.437E0,7.271E0) 
(-8.095E0,3.352E0) (-7.878E0,2.326E0) (-7.362E0,2.lOOEO) (-7.144E0,1•075E0) (-5.379E0,-0.629E0) 
solution 17 (and 18) 
(3.000E0,0.000E0) (4.820E0,0.617E0) (3•663EQ, 0.706E0) 5.483E0,1.322E0) (3•832E0,2•205E0) 
(-0.242E0, 0.604E0) (1.IIOEO,-0.320E0) (0.341E0,-0.457E0) (1.693E0,-1•380E0) (0.737E0,2.714E0) 
(6.881E0,-0.330E0) {5.829E0,-0.449E0) (5.519E0,-0.440E0) (4.467EQ,0.560E0) (2•485E0,0•652E0) 
solution 19 (and 20) 
(3.000E0,0.000E0) (4.855E0,1.114E0) (3.716E0, 1.385E0) (5.571E0,2.499E0) (4.009E0, 4.427E0) 
{-1.891E0,2.792E0) (-0.595E0,1.122E0) (-1.384E0,0.712E0) (-0.088E0,-0.957E0) (-1.160E0,-3•856E0) 
(-8.055E0,0.731E0) (-6.078E0,0.780E0) (-5.511E0,0.755E0) (-3.533E0, 0.804E0) (0.145E0,0•779E0) 
solution 21 (and 22) 
(3.000E0,0.000E0) (7.106E0,4.157E0) (6.601E0,5.312E0) (1.071E1, 9.474E0) (1.330E1,1•711E1) 
(-3.780E0,2.090E1) (-5.861E0,1.467E1) (-7.600E0,1.293E1) (-9.681E0,6•693EQ) (-1.698E1,-4.763E1) 
(2.231E1,-0.206E0) (1.483E1, 3.806E0) (1.272E1, 4.965E0) (5•233E0, 8.977E0) (-8.575E0,1•647E1) 
solution 23 (and 24) 
(3.000E0,0.000E0) (0.599E0,1.106E1) (1.137E0,1.007E1) (-1.263E0,2.113E1) (-2.050E0,2.923E1) 
(-2.201E1,1.281E1) (-1.661E1,03.971E0) (-1.536E1,-2.119E0) (-9.955E0,-1.890E1) (-0.803E0,-3.012E1) 
(1.365E1,1.691E1) (-6 • 540E0.1. IIOEI) (-4 • 268E0,1 • 031E1) [(-2 . 445E1, 4 . 505E0) |(-3 . 782E1,-3 . 654E0) 
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Figure 3.3 The Two Real Configurations for Type 5-5 Case II SPPM 
3.3 Type 6-5 
3.3.1 Coordinate Frames 
機 
Figure 3.4 Coordinate System in Type 6-5 SPPM 
3.3.2 Selecting Legs to Disconnect 
The mechanism consists of one PB substructure, AjA^A^Bj and one PL 
substructure, AjBjBj respectively. The isolated legs A^B* A此 and based on the 
principles discussed above are therefore disconnected. 
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3.3.3 Formation of Rotation and Translation Matrices 
A2 
Figure 3.5 Coordinate System Transformation in Type 6-5 SPPM 
With reference to fig.3.5, the rotation matrix, R and translation vector, r a re calculated 
in terms of the variables, 6i, 02 and 83. The transformation sequence is as follows : 
1. rotate about zby 
2. rotate about y by a^ 
3. rotate about x by (90 ° -a ) 
4. translate along z by 61 
5. rotate about z by 02 
6. roate about x by -(90"-aj 
7. rotate about y by 63 
Homogeneous transformation between Sq and Sp is calculated by multiplying the 7 
homogeneous transformation matrix，and the calculated rotation marix, R and translation 
vector, T are shown below， 
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哪 2 C 3 - C 3 T O + - W i - C 2 T O - uuJj'cAl^ 
吼 哪 uAv秘 
, T i r f / 二 � i f s 哪 W 2 W 3 + 
f/f各 S / / A — 厂1 厂A 
厂 1 厂2 W 3 "2 (3 8) 
W 3 + 哪 3 民- UUV.UUCV. " 2 哪 2 � 3 + 哪 厂 4 + 
where 
C. = cose., S. = sine. (i = 2，3) 
U. = coscc,，V. = sina. (/ = 1,2,3,4) 
3.3.4 Elimination of Variables 
With generic closure equation Eq.(2.23), a system of three closure equations can 
be formed for legs A 扎 , A 此 and A A . All varibles in the system of equations are 
independent of variable 62 and 63. Besides, the system of equations are linear in sin02, 
00802, sinO� and COS63. These values will then be substituted by the following 
trigonometric relations, 
^ . 2u 
COS 02 = sm0 2 = 
1 +〜2 1 + u (3.9) 
A 1-v 2v ^ cos = s i n o . = -
3 l+v2 l.v' 
where u = tan (62/2) and v = tan ( 6 3 / 2 ) respectively. 
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A system of three polynomial equations in variables u’ v and are obtained after the 
substitution. 
/=0 >0 
亡 t G 。 V V = G (3.10) 
/=0 7=0 
E i v � ' = � 
/=0 7=0 
To eliminate the variables, u and v，the following procedure proposed by Innocenti and 
Parenti-Castelli[IV07] is applied here. 
Multiply Eq.(3.10) by u, v and w v respectively. 
/=0 7=0 
= 0 (3.11) 
i 力 y=o 
t i H i , � j - - o /=0 7=0 
i i � " � > 1 = 0 
/=0 7=0 






� + 1 =0 (3.13) 
1=0 7=0 
7=0 
The remaining 4 equations are obtained by collecting (w,v), ( w v , w)，a n d in 
Eq.(3,10). 
+ + + + G10 + G20" Goo = 0 (3.14) 
厂 0 2 +厂 1 2 " +尸 2 2 " 2 F^^^F^^v.F^^u.F^^vu /^ oo + i^ oiV 
G q o + GoiV = 0 (3.15) 
仔02 +付12" +付22“2尸10十付I1V +付20"十付21V"付00 +付01” 
1 + 尸12 V + 尸21 “ + 厂22 “ V 尸10+尸20 “ ^00 + + ^ 
G1I + G12V 十 訂 + Goo+GoiV+Go2V2 = 0 (3.16) 
仔11十付I2V +付21"+付22“V付10 +付2 0 "仔00+付01 V十付02^2 
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尸02 + 厂12"+:"2 厂 20+,2IV ,00 +厂 O I V � + F U " V 
G02+G12以+ G22权 2 G o^- G21V Goo+GoiV + GioW + C^ iiWv = 0 (3.17) 
仔 0 2 + 付 12"十付22" 2 付 付 0 0 十 付 01V + 仔 10" + 丑 
The set of equations shown above can be written as 
M-e - 0 ( 3 . 1 8 ) 
with e = [wV, wV, wV, wv^ wV, u \ v^ uv\ u \ u\ v", uv, v，u’ i f , and M i s a 
16x16 matrix. 
The final equation is Det[M] = 0 which is dependent on one variable, 61 only. 
This polynomial equation can be solved using standard computational procedure such 
as polynomial continuation method. 
3.4 Type 6-6 with 4 Collinear Joint Centers on Both Link (type 
6-6 (L4L)) 
3.4.1 Selecting Legs to Disconnect 
For the general type 6-6 SPPM, there are many different cases with different 
geometric characteristics. The closed-form solution for DPA of type 6-6 with both planar 
movable link and base link are reported in [DM01]. In this section, the case of type 6-6 
examined consists of a L4L structure as shown in fig.3.6. 
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Zp ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Movable Link •mrt 
I ‘ ％ Actuator 
靠 
丄 I q i t Base Link 
Figure 3.6 Coordinate Systems in Type 6-6 (L4L) 
As shown in fig.3.6, the mechanism consists of a L4L substructure A1A2A3A4-
B1B2B3B4. The legs A5B5 and A^B^ are therefore selected to be disconnected for 
coordinate system setup and fiirther analysis. 
3.4.2 Formation of Rotation and Translation Matrices 
Yp 
Figure 3.7 Coordinate System Transformation in Type 6-6 (L4L) 
With the aid of the L4L structure, two variables and 62 are introduced. The rotation 
matrix, R, and the translation vector, T’ are then calculated for the coordinate systems. 
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The transformation sequence will be as follows : 
1. rotate about xby 6i 
2. translate along A�B� and rotate about z and y according to L4L structure 
3. rotate about x by 62 
R and Tare therefore calculated as follows, 
r= pv 丄L ^ s S j (3.19) 
where 
C. = COS 0., S. = sine., t/,. = cos a., F,. = sin a. (>1,2) 
cos a = —, sina^ = — c o s a ^ = sina^  = n 
and I, m and n are values defined in L4L structure. 
3.4.3 Klimination of Variables 
With Eq.(2.23), a system of two closure equations can be formed for legs Afis 
and^A- All varibles in the system of equations are independent of variable 61. Besides, 
the system of equations are linear in terms of sin and cos6i. This two quantities will 
be substituted by the following trigonometric relations, 
COS 0J = 
1 “ (3.20) 
sm0i = 
where u = tan (6i/2). 
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A system of two quadratic equations in u are then obtained [A.3]. 
尸 1+尸 2" +尸3“2=0 (3.21) 
G^ G^^ u^ G-^ u^  = 0 
The eliminant equation for the two equations to eliminate the variable u is, 
0 F, F, F, 
F^ F3 0 
= 0 (3.22) 
0 Gj G2 G3 
Gj G2 G3 0 
Eq.(3.22) represents the condition under which Eq.(3.21) have the same solutions for u. 
Expanding Eq.(3.22) results : 
= 0 (3.23) 
Eq.(3.23) is then an equation in 62 only. 
3.4.4 Solving Final Equation 
The equation obtained in the last subsecion is linear in terms of COS62 and sinO�. 
The two quantities are then substituted by the trigonometric relations, 
C O S 6 2 = 
(3.24) 
• A 2v ^ 
sm0^  = 
2 l+v2 
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where v = tan (62/2). 
The final equation after substituting Eq.(3.24) is a polynomial equation with v of 
degree 8. But, there are 2 such equations coming from the two possible values of aw, +m 
and -m, for each set of leg lengths. Therefore, there will be 16 solutions in complex field. 
3.4.5 Back Substitution 
From the generic solution v^  (k=l,16) of the final equation, it is substituted back 
to Eq.(3.21) to get the corresponding Finally, the values of % and Vj, are substituting 
into R and T and the position and orientation of the movable link is determined with 
respect to the base link. 
3.4.6 Numerical Example 
By using the analysis presented，a numerical example for the DPA of the case 
of type 6-6 SPPM with given geometry is discussed as follows. 
With reference to Fig. 3.6, the locations of the 6 joint centers of the base link are 
given in S � : 乂尸(0，0,0)’ 毛二(2,0，0)’ 為=(6，0，0),义二(8,0，0), 乂尸(5，4,0)，乂6=(10,4,3). 
Similarly, the locations of the six joint centers of the movable link are given in Sp : 
万尸(0,0,0)，J5H1，0，0),丛二(2,0，0),万尸(4,0,0)，氏=(7，2，0)，万广(8’-l,l). The actuator 
lengths are L尸6.1644, “=5.6030,1,=5.2896, =5.2108,丄尸6.0177, =1.4185. All 
geometrical dimensions are in arbitrary length unit. 
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16 solutions in complex field are computed from the final equation and the Bj in 
So can be determined. It has been verified that every solution satisfies the closure 
equations by backward displacement analysis. 
In Table 3.2, the values of are reported. For the geometry considered, there 
are 6 real and 10 complex solutions. In Table 3.2，only one solution for every pairs of 
complex conjugate solutions is listed. The 6 real configurations are visualized in Fig.3.8. 
Tabl 3.2 Numerical Solutions for Type 6-6 SPPM 
solution 1 
( 3 . 0 0 E 0 , 0 . 0 0 E 0 ) ~ ( 3 . 9 3 E 0 , 0 . 0 0 E 0 ) (4.85E0,0.OOEO) (6•70E0,0.OOEO) (9.92E0,0.OOEO) (9.87E0, O.OQEO) 
(1.874E0,0.00E0) (2.15E0,0.OOEO) (2•44E0,0.OOEO) (3.QlEO,0•OOEO) (1.98E0,0•OOEO) (5•26E0,0•OOEO) 
( 5 . 0 5 E 0 , 0 . 0 0 E 0 ) " (4.80E0,0. OOEO) (4 . 55E0, 0 . OOEO) (4 • 05E0, 0 . OOEO) |(2 . 81E0, 0 . OOEO) |(2 . 37E0, 0 • OOEO) 
solution 2 
(3.OOEO,O.OQEO) |(3.93E0,0.OOEO) (4.85E0,0.OOEO) (6.7QE0,0•OOEO) ( 9.68E0,0.OOEO) (9.94E0,0•OOEO) 
( 0 . 2 0 E 0 , 0 . 0 0 E 0 ) ( 0 . 5 5 E 0 , 0 . 0 0 E 0 ) (0 . 90E0, 0 • OOEO) (1. 60E0, 0 • OOEO) (1. 43E0, 0 . OOEO) (4 . 31E0, 0 . OOEO) 
( 5 . 3 8 E 0 , 0 . 0 0 E 0 ) ( 5 . 23E0, 0 . OOEO) (5 . 08E0, 0 . OOEO) (4 . 79E0, 0 • OOEO) |(2 • 77E0, 0 . OOEO) [(4 . 38E0, 0 • OOEO) 
solution 3 
( 3 . O O E O , 0 . O O E O ) ~ (3.93E0,0.00E0) (4•85E0,0.OOEO) (6.70E0,0•OOEO) (4 .15EQ,0•OOEO) (1.09E1,0•OOEO) 
( 2 . O O E O , 0 . O O E O ) “ ( 2 . 2 8 E 0 , 0 . 0 0 E 0 ) (2•56E0,0•OOEO) (3.IIEO,0•OOEO) (5•76E0,0•OOEO) (3.OOEO,0.OOEO) 
( 5 . O O E O , 0 . O O E O ) “ ( 4 . 7 4 E 0 , 0 . 0 0 E 0 ) (4 . 4 9E0, 0 . OOEO) (3 • 97E0, 0 • OOEO) [(3 . 99E0, 0 • OOEO) |(3 . 43E0, 0 • OOEO) 
solution 4 
( 3 . O O E O , 0 . O O E O ) ~ ( 3 . 9 3 E 0 , 0 . 0 0 E 0 ) (4•85E0,0•OOEO) (6•70E0,0.OOEO) (9•53E0,0•OOEO) (1.08E1,0.OOEO) 
( 3 . 2 1 E 0 , 0 . 0 0 E 0 ) { 3 . 4 2 E 0 , 0 . 0 0 E 0 ) (3.62EQ,0.OOEO) (4.03E0,0•OOEO) (6.25EQ,0•OOEO) (3.48E0,0•OOEO) 
( 4 . 3 2 E 0 , 0 . 0 0 E 0 ) ( 4 . OOEO, 0 • OOEO) (3 . 68E0, 0 . OOEO) |( 3 • 04E0, 0 . OOEO) |(3 . 26E0, 0 . OOEO) [(1. 92E0, 0 • OOEO) 
solution 5 
(3.OOEO,O.OQEO) |(3.93E0,0•OOEO) (4•85E0,0.OOEO) (6•70E0,0•OOEO) ( 9.24EQ,0•OOEO) (1•09E1,0•OOEO) 
( 4 . 8 3 E 0 , 0 . 0 0 E 0 ) ( 4 . 5 5 E 0 , 0 . O O E O ) (4.27E0,0•OOEO) (3.72E0,0•OOEO) (1.16E0,0.OOEO) (3.89E0,0•OOEO) 
( 2 . 3 8 E 0 , 0 . 0 0 E 0 ) ( 2 . 64E0, 0 . OOEO) (2 • 90E0, 0 . OOEO) (3 • 41E0, 0 • OOEO) |( 3 • 20E0, 0 . OOEO) |(4 . IQEO, 0 • OOEO) 
solution 6 
( 3 . O O E O , 0 . O O E O ) ( 3 . 9 3 E 0 , 0 . 0 0 E 0 ) (4 . 85E0, 0 . OOEO) (6 . 70E0, 0 • OOEO) ( 9 . BIEQ, 0 . OOEO) (9 . 90E0, 0 . OOEO) 
( 5 . 3 7 E 0 , 0 . 0 0 E 0 ) " ( 5 • 20E0, 0 . OOEO) (5 . Q4E0, 0 • OOEO) |(4 • 71E0, 0 . OOEO) |( 6 .19E0, 0 • OOEO) |(3 . llEO, 0 • OOEO) 
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;0.44E0,0.00E0) (0.79E0,0.OOEO) (1.13E0,0.OOEO) L.81E0,0.OOEO) (2.87E0,0•OOEO) (4•lOEO,0.OOEO) 
solution 7 (and 8) 
(3.OOEO,0.OOEO) (3.93E0,0.00E0) (4.85E0,0.OOEO) (6.70E0,0.OOEO) (3.62E0,-1•56E2) (9.12E1,7.45E1) 
(6.47E1,-4.42E1) (6.60E1,-3.89E1) (6.72E1,-3.35E1) (6.98E1,-2.28E1) (5.17E2,-1.24E2) (-8.76E1,2.79E2) 
(4.43E1,6.45E1) (3.90E1,6.58E1) (3.36E1,6.71E1) (2•29E1,6.97E1) (1.30E2,4.90E2) [(-2.68E2,-7.18E1) 
solution 9 (and 10) 
(3.OOEO,0.OOEO) (3.93E0,0.00E0) (4.85E0,0.OOEO) (6.70E0,0.OOEO) (9.OOEO,-1.31E0) (1.14E1,0.45E0) 
(5.38E0,0.04E1) (5.28E0,0.OlEO) (5.17E0,-0.02E0) (4 . 96E0,-0.08E0) (8.35E0,-1•31E0) (3.88E0,0•45E0) 
(0.47E0,-0.41E0) (0.OlEO,-0.40E0) (-0.25E0,-0.40E0) (-0•99E0,-0.38E0) (-4•44E0,-3.40E0) [(0.43E0,0•12E0) 
solution 11 (and 12) 
(3.OOEO,0.OOEO) (3.93E0,0.00E0) (4.85E0,0.OOEO) (6.70E0,0.OOEO) (8.73E0,0.07E0) (1.06E1,-0•14E0) 
(0.42E0,-0.19E0) (5.21E0,0.03E0) (5.05E0,0.04E0) (4•72E0,0•06EQ) (4 . 07E0,0•73E0) (3.12E0,-0.23E0) 
(0.42E0,-0.19E0) (0 . 76E0,-0 .18E0) (1. IIEO,-0 .17E0) (1 • 79E0,-0 • 16E0) |(4 . 78E0,-0 . 07E0) |(2 • 05E0, 0 .12E0) 
solution 13 (and 14) 
( 3 . O O E O , 0 . O O E O ) ( 3 . 9 3 E 0 , 0 . 0 0 E 0 ) (4.85E0,0.OOEO) (6.70E0,0.OOEO) (3.90E1,-2.79E1) (-1.83E1,-0•79E0) 
(5.60E1,-1.90E1) (5.59E1,-1.48E1) (5•57E1,-1.07E1) (5•54E1,-2.40E0) (1•16E2,7•91E1) (5•8BE1,-5•09E1) 
(-1.91E1,-5.58E1) (-1.49E1,-5.56E1) (-1. 07E1,-5 . 55E1) (-2 . 41E0,-5 . 52E1) |(7 . 25E1,-1 • 09E2) |(-4 . 42E1,-5 • 86E1) 
solution 15 (and 16) 
( 3 . O O E O , 0 . O O E O ) ~ ( 3 . 9 3 E 0 , 0 . 0 0 E 0 ) (4.85EQ,0•OOEO) (6•70E0,0.OOEO) (1.OlEl,-0•54E0) (9•70E0,0•08E0) 
(4.60E0,0.51E0)""(4 • 67E0, 0 . 4 4 E o i ~ ( 4 . 76E0, 0 . 38E0) (4 . 91E0, 0 • 25E0) (6 • 82E0,-0 • 89E0) (5 • 25E0, 0 . 93E0) 





Figure 3.8 Confgiuration Visualization for Type 6-6 
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3.5 Type 6-6 with 4 Collinear Joint Centers on Movable Link 
(type 6-6 (L4B)) 
The mechanism examined in this subsection is the type 6-6 with four joint centers 
collinear on the movable link. This case is more general compared with the one in the last 
subsection. A similar case with five joint centers collinear on the movable link was 
reported by Zhang and Song[ZS01]. 
Movable Link 
� \ W ^ p W f Joint Centers 
L i H ^ A c t u — 
U ^ ^ ^ 丄 \ l ^ B a s e Link \ \ 
Figure 3.9 Coordinate System in Type 6-6 (L4B). 
3.5.1 Selecting Leps to Disconnect 
The coordinate systems, Sq and Sp used in the following analysis are shown in 
fig 3 9 There are four joint centers collinear on the movable link and it is therefore a 
L4B structure. The legs A5B5 and A扎 can then be disconnected for the analysis. 
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3.5.2 Formation of Rotation and Translation Matrices 
.樣 
Figure 3.10 Coordinate System Transformation in Type 6-6 (L4B) 
With the aid of the L4B structure, three variables 6i, and cc^ , oCy mentioned in 
chapter 2 about L4B structure, are introduced here. The rotation matrix, R and the 
translation vector, 7 are then calculated for the coordinate systems. The transformation 
sequence will be as follows : 
1. translate along AjBj and rotate about z and y according to L4B structure 
2. rotate about X by 61 
The rotation matrix, R and translation vector, Tare shown below, 
R - U/^ CU厂SVJy -U^S-CV/^ 
Vy CUy . 
(3.25) 
T = L\S L^tV 
where 
C = cose J S = sin 01 
U. = cos a. V. = sina. (J = x,y) 
and r, s, t, a^ and oCy are defined in L4B structure. 
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3.5.3 Elimination of Variables 
With the generic closure equation Eq.(2.23), a system of two closure equations 
can be formed for legs A B^^  and A^B .^ All varibles in the system of equations are 
independent of variable Oj. Besides, the system of equations are linear in sin0i and cos6i. 
This two values will be substituted by the following trigonometric relation, 
costal = 
( 3 . 2 6 ) 
• ft 2m 
sm 01 = 
1 
where u = tan (6i/2). 
A system of two quadratic equations in u are then obtained. 
〜 尸 2 " 々 2 0 ( 训 
G^-G^u^G^u^ = 0 
The eliminant equation for the two equations to eliminate the variable u is, 
0 F, F, F, 
F. F^ F3 0 
= 0 ( 3 . 2 8 ) 
0 Gj G2 G3 
Gi G2 G3 0 
Eq.(3.30) represents the condition under which Eq.(2.27) have the same solutions for u. 
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Expanding Eq.(2.28) results : 
- 0 ( 3 . 2 9 ) 
Eq.(2.29) is then an equation relating and oCy. 
3.5.4 Obtaining Final Equation 
Two equations resulting from L4B structure and from the above equation are 
obtained until now. The values, sina^, cosa^, sinoCy and cosoty are then substituted by the 
following trigonometric relations, 
l-v2 . 2v 
COS a . = ^ s m o c 义 = — 
( 3 . 3 0 ) 
1 -w^ . 2w cosocp = sma = -
where v = tan (aJ2) and w 二 tan 0乂2) respectively. A final polynomial equation is 
obtained after eliminating v from the two equations. 
3.5.5 Radc Substitution 
From the generic solution，w^ of the final equation is substituted back to the 
closure equations to get the corresponding % and v^ . Finally, the values u ,^ v^  and are 
substituted into R and T and the position and orientation of the movable link is 
determined with respect to the base link. 
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3.6 Summary 
In this chapter, four types of SPPM are studied by applying the approach 
presented in chapter 2. They are type 5-5 case II, type 6-5, type 6-6 (L4L) and type 6-6 
(L4B). In these four types, the author found that there are 24 configurations for type 5-5 
case II and 16 configurations for type 6-6 (L4L) and numerical examples are verified by 
backward displacement analysis. For the remaining two types, type 6-5 and type 6-6 




4.1 General Theory 
4.1.1 Multiple Root Configuration HVIRQ 
It is shown in the last two chapters that there are more than one configurations 
for a specific set ofleg lengths of a SPPM. And the closed-form DPA will provide all the 
possible configurations with a set of given leg lengths. 
In the joint space, there will be some points which provide multiple solutions in 
closed-form DPA. Besides, this multiple root configuration (MRC) will partition the 
workspace into many subsets. In each subset, multiple configurations do not exist with 
the same leg lengths. The above descriptions are illustrated with fig.4.1. 
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Let Whe the workspace of a SPPM, A^be the set of normal configurations and M 
be the set of MRC. Normal configurations are configurations with leg lengths that will 
not give repeated solutions in the closed-form DPA. Therefore，the configurations in N, 
will not have identical set of leg lengths. MRC are configurations with leg lengths that 
will present repeated solutions in closed-form DPA. 
Then, 
W-M\^N normal MRC 
, configuration \ / “�y � Vt k>j / 
where \ 
n is the number of subsets ofN A. 
fV 
Figure 4.1 Multiple Root Configuration (MRC) 
As n is the number of subsets of TV, it implies that n equals to the maximum 
number of real solutions for the closed-form DPA and it is simply the maximum number 
of real configurations for SPPM considered. Therefore, n equals to 24 for type 5-5 case 
II mentioned in chapter 3. 
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4.1.2 Special Configuration (SO 
For SPPM, a given set of leg lengths will give many configurations. When the 
SPPM transform from one configuration to another with the same set of leg lengths, the 
manipulator will always pass through a special configuration[HU02], which is either a 
stationary configuration or singular configuration called uncertainty configuration (UC) 
in [HUOl]. 
4.1.3 Multiple Root Configuration fMRQ and Special Configuration (SQ 
From the last two sections' descriptions about multiple root configuration and 
special configuration，it may conclude that a MRC implies a SC. Besides, a stationary 
configuration is often a configuration with one or more actuators at limited position. 
Then, MRC always shows the presence of uncertainty configuration 
\ 
4.2 Examples 
In this section, planar parallel manipulator and type 6-3 SPPM will be used as an 
example to verify the conclusion in section 4.1. 
4.2.1 Special Planar Parallel Manipulator 
In this section, MRC and UC for a special planar parallel manipulator will be 
studied. The parallel manipulator has three collinear joint centers on both base link and 
movable link. With the three legs, this planar parallel manipulator has three degree of 
freedom on the plane it lies on. The schematic diagram of this special planar parallel 
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P 1(0,0) \ 
ii-^ i V 
.4/(0,0) #2,0) A3ia3,d) 
Figure 4.2 Special Planar Parallel Manipulator 
Direct Position Analysis 
The geometry of this planar parallel manipulator is simple and DPA is not 
complicated. The legs A2B2 and AJB^ are first disconnected. The rotation matrix, R and 
translation vector, T are then obtained as below, 
_ -
cos 02 -sin 02 
R = 
sin 62 cos 62] (4.1) 
T = [IjCosGj lysinejf 
Two closure equations are formed by substituting R and T into the generic closure 
equation. Then substituting cos6i, sin6i, cosO^ and sinO^ with the following trigonometric 
relations 
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o i V . lu 
C O S 0 , = s m 6 i = 
1 , 2 i 1 2 
1 + w 1 + w (4.2) 
cos6o = sm07 = -
2 l+v2 2 
into the system of two closure equations, two polynomial equations in u and v are 
obtained. 
Eliminating u from the system of two equations, a final polynomial equation in v of 
degree six with even power only is then obtained. 
办 0 = 0 ( 4 . 3 ) 
This equation will not give six real configurations for the special planar parallel 
manipulator considered, but will only give at maximum four real configurations[GM01]. 
The even power only polynomial equation is resulted from the fact that there are mirror 
configurations about the Xo-axis. Therefore, there are only at maximum two 
configurations with the origin of Sp, B�above the Xo-axis. 
Backward Displacement Analysis 
For backward displacement analysis, the position of the movable link will be 
given and the leg lengths are to be determined. From fig.4.3, the lengths of the legs are 
calculated by the following equations, 
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r 2 2 2 = X +y 
LI - {x^b^QOsQ^-a^f^iy^b^smQf (4.4) 
2 1 2 丄 3 = 0:+/73COs62_“2) (^ + ^ 3Sh62) 
where {x,y) is the position of^ ；, the origin of coordinate system Sp with reference to 
coordinate system Sq. 
Singularity Analysis 
The singular configurations of the special planar parallel manipulator was 
reported by Gossellin[SG01]. Given the orientation, 62 of Sp, if the manipulator is at 
singular configuration, the position of^ ；, a hyperbola can be traced out and the equation 
relating x and with the given 62 is rewritten as below, 
A ^ y 2+j ^ y^A ^ ^A 0 
d 1=-(a 2办 3- <33 62) cos 0 2 
A 3=sin e 2 [ (ay � � c o s 0 2- b^b^)] (4.5) 
A 3 - “ 2 ) 2 0 2 
2 
1 A^-A^ (A^-A^x) y = ± + 
2 、 么 a' 
Numerical Example 
With reference to fig 4.3，the location of the three points on the base link are 
given in S� : Aj = (0,0),义=(2,0), A, = (4,0). Similarly, the positions of the three points 
on the movable link are given in Sp： Bj = (0,0)，B, = (1,0)，B, = (1.5,0). The leg lengths 
are Lj = 1.00868, = 1.80384 and L, = 3.10834. All geometric dimensions are in 
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arbitrary length units. 
The resulting value of v are +0.2679 and -0.2679 and therefore, the value of 62 
is approximately +30° and -30° respectively. Both values of v are multiple solutions of 
the polynomial equation resulting from closed-form DPA. 
Direct Position Analysis and Singular Configuration 
In addition to the conclusion in section 4.1, for the parallel manipulator 
considered, there is a special feature relating closed-form DPA and UC. The reverse is 
also proved to be true, i.e. a singular configuration will give multiple solution in closed-
form DPA. 
Proof: 
Let there be a given singular configuration (x,,兄，e?丄 they will be related by 
Eq.(4.5). The three leg lengths, Lj„ L2,, L,, at this singular configuration will be given by 
backward displacement analysis. Substituting these values, x 幻兄，终 , , L 2 , and L ,^ into 
the final polynomial equation of closed-form direct position analysis and the following 
trigonometric relations, 
A 
COS 02. = - 2 
1 +冰 (4.6) 
2w \ 
sin 02. - - 2 
1 +w 
into the equation, where w = tan (QJ^l a polynomial equation in variable v，with 
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parameter x and w is obtained. 
After factorizing the polynomial equation, we will find that +w and -w will be 
both the multiple solution of the polynomial equation. And it proves that the special 
planar parallel manipulator gives multiple solution in closed-form DPA when the 
manipulator is at singular configuration. 
4.2.2 Special Stewart Platform Type Parallel Manipulator 
In this section, a case of type 6-3 of SPPM is studied. Given a set of leg lengths, 
the closed-form DPA results in multiple solutions and this MRC is verified to be a SC 
by a numerical example. The schematic diagram of the SPPM studied is shown in fig.4.3. 
个 B5,B6 
Xo 
Figure 4.3 Special SPPM 
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Direct Position Analysis 
The closed-form DPA of this case was widely studied by many 
researchers[GD01, IV02, ME03, WNOl]. By observation，it can be seen that this is a 
special case of L4B structure with B! B^ and B^ B^ coincident and all the joint centers on 
both links coplanar. As pointed out by previous researchers, there are at most 16 
solutions for the closed-form DPA. 
Backward Displacement Analysis 
For backward displacement analysis, the position and orientation of the movable 
coordinate system, Sp is given relatively to the base fixed coordinate system, S。，i.e., 
and rare both given. With the rotation matrix, R and translation vector, T, the leg lengths 
can be calculated as follows, 
L. - {i - 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6) (4.7) 
Singularity Analysis 
General expression for singular configurations of this type of SPPM has not been 
available yet. Suggestion by Merlet[ME02] using Grassmann geometry is believed to 
have the ability finding out all the possible singular configurations in a SPPM. Certain 
particular singular configurations of the type were studied by Fitchter[FI01] and 
Merlet[ME03]. 
Numerical Example 
With reference to Fig 4.5, the locations of the six points on the base link are given 
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in So： >4产(0,0，0)，為=(2,0，0)，為=(2.2500，0.4330，0),义=(1.2500，2.1651,0), 
义=(0.7500，2.1651，0), ^^=(-0.2500,0.4330,0). Similarly, the locations of the six points 
on the movable link are given in Sp:万尸(0,0,0)，^,=(0,0,0),氏=(1,0，0),万广(1,0,0), 
万广(0.5000,0.8660,0)，丛 =(0.5000，0.8660.0). The leg lengths are Z^严1.2247, Z^尸1.2247， 
Z^尸1.5038，L,=1.5518,1^严1.5518,1^=1.5038. All geometric dimensions are in arbitrary 
length units. 
There are 16 solutions for the closed-form DPA in which 6 are realizable and two 
different solutions are multiple solutions. The two different multiple solutions will both 
give identical location of the movable link. Let v be tan(a,/2). The 6 realizable values of 
vare -2.1074, -1.2691，-0.7136, 0.4745, 0.7879 and 1.4012 and the values -2.1074 and 
0.4745 both are multiple solutions. Both multiple solutions leading to identical singular 
configuration are shown in fig.4.4. 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Movable Link \ 
Base Link 
Figure 4.4 Singular Configuration of Special SPPM 
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The above singular configuration has previously reported by Fitchter[FI01] and 
Merlet[ME03]. 
4.3 Summary 
In this chapter, an analysis relating the closed-form DPA and singularity analysis 
is performed. When multiple solution appears in the closed-form DPA, it is always 
associated with a singular configuration. This result, though has not yet been thoroughly 
proven by mathematics, agrees with the conclusions presented by previous researchers 




I R G C o m m e n d a i t i o n s f o r 
Future Research 
5.1 Conclusions 
In investigating different properties of parallel manipulators, direct position 
analysis is found to be a system of nonlinear equations and therefore results in many 
solutions. Numerical procedures are then developed to obtain the solutions for the 
equations. However, numerical analysis is unable to provide all the possible solutions for 
the problem. It is therefore one of the objectives of this research to study the closed-form 
solution of forward kinematics problem for parallel manipulators. 
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In this thesis, Stewart platform type parallel manipulator are first classified using 
a binary type number N-n’ where N and n is the number of joint centers on base link and 
movable link respectively. This type number may help simplify the analysis although 
there may exist different structures for the parallel manipulators with the same type 
number. 
In chapter 2, four sub-structures, point-line, point-body, line-line and line-body 
are studied. At least one of these sub-structures are found to exist in almost every Stewart 
platform type parallel manipulator. With the study of the four sub-structures, solutions 
for the closed-form direct position analysis of Stewart platform type parallel manipulator 
will be much easier to obtain. 
Based on the discussion in chapter 2, the closed-form direct position analysis on 
each type of Stewart platform type parallel manipulator can be derived using the 
following procedures: 
1 Selecting a sub-structure that consists of as many legs as possible in the Stewart 
platform type parallel manipulator. 
2. Disconnecting legs not in the selected sub-structure temporarily such that closure 
equations can be formed. 
3 Setting up coordinate systems on both links. The coordinate system at base link 
will be the fixed reference coordinate system. 
4. Calculating rotation matrix and translation vector. 
5 Setting up the closure equations for the disconnected legs. 
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6. Eliminating variables by eliminant of closure equations. 
7. Back substituting the solutions to the closure equations in order to find values of 
the remaining variables 
8. Calculating the rotation matrix and translation vector of the movable link relative 
to the base link. 
Two case studies, type 5-5 case II and type 6-6 with 4 collinear joint centers on 
both link demonstrate the application of the approach and 24 and 16 solutions are found 
respectively for these two cases. The analysis of the other two case studies, type 6-5 and 
type 6-6 with 4 collinear joint centers on movable link show that more efficient 
numerical algorithms are required to implement the approach due to the geometric 
complexity of these problems. 
Relationship between singularity analysis and closed-form direct position analysis 
are studied and discussed. It is concluded that multiple-root configuration resulting from 
the closed-form direct position analysis are closely related to singular configurations. 
5.2 Recommendations for Future Research 
With the sub-structures introduced in this thesis, closed-form solution of direct 
position problem for many special types of Stewart platform type parallel manipulator 
can be derived. However, more analytical work should be done on different types of 
parallel manipulators and eventually, on the general Stewart platform type parallel 
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manipulator. 
In chapter 3, closed-form formulations are developed for four different types of 
parallel mechanisms, but the algorithm is not efficient enough for real time application. 
Therefore, efficient algorithm based on the approach suggested is still a topic for future 
research. 
It is hoped that the results presented here will lead to a wider application of 
Stewart platform type parallel manipulator in real world and contribute to a deeper 
understanding of parallel manipulators. 
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Appendices 
A. 1 Direct Position Analysis of P5B Structure 
In this section, the procedure of closed-form DPA is presented. The number of 
solutions are found to be 24 after solving the problem. 
Copying Eqs.(2.14), (2.16) and (2.18), 
d^ 二 Z)3Z^i(/r + ms+wr)_Z)3(a3x/ + ^ ? 3,)-Zi(«3x"〜^ (A i ) 
d头=b^L^ Qr^ms^nt)- + a^yTn + a^n)-L^ (a^^r + a^^s + a^J) • 
It can be seen that all the four equations in Eq.(6.1) are linear in r, s and t. Then, r, s and 
t can be written in terms of /, m and n by solving the first three equations. 
r = R(l,m,n) 
s = S(hm,n) (A.2) 
t = r(/，w，w) 
where R, S and T are nonlinear ftinctions in the unknowns I, m and n only. Then 
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substituting the values r, s and t into the last equation of Eq.(6.1). The following equation 
then results. 
五(cosa 太，sina 太，coscc 少，sinctp = 0 (A.3) 
The above equation is obtained because I, m and n are related by Eq.(2.11). The 
remaining unknows are therefore a^ and o^  only. The two unknowns appears in the 
equation in trigonometric form. The following trigonometric relation are then used for 
the substitution of a^ and oCy into Eq.(6.3). 
1—1/2 2u 
coscc 义 = — — - s m a 太 = - -
1+权2 l ^ u ' (A.4) 
l - v 2 . 2v 
cosa^ = sina 二 
Having substituted Eq.(6.4) into Eq.(6.3), a polynomial equation is obtained, 
全 F.v i = 0 (A.5) 
i=0 
The equation is an polynomial equation in unknown v with degree 8. To solve the 
problem, one more equation is n eeded because Eq.(6.5) is an equation with unknowns 
u and V. This second equation is calculated by substituting r, s and t into Eq.(2.13). 
Having substituted r, s and t, the trigonometric relation Eq.(6.4) is again used. The 
following second polynomial equation is obtained, 
全 G.v i = 0 (A.6) 
/=0 
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This equaion is a polynomial equation in v with degree 4. 
To solve the problem, the following eliminant equation for Eq.(6.5) and Eq.(6.6) 
is established. 
Fo i^ i . . . F葱 0 … 0 
0 .. Fq ... Fg ... 0 
0 0 0 F , … F g 
= 0 (A.7) 
G � G j ... G4 0 ... 0 
0 .. Gq ... G4 ... 0 
0 0 0 Go … G , 
The L.H.S. of Eq.(6.7) is a 12x12 determinant. Expanding the determinant, the following 
polynomial equation is finally obtained. 
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£ H.v i = 0 (A.8) 
i=0 
Eq.(6.8) is a polynomial equation in u with degree 64. 
From all the solutions obtained, there are 24 consistent solutions found. After 
back substitute one solution, u^  (k=l,24) of the solution into Eq.(6.5) and Eq.(6.6), the 
correspoinding v^  and therefore r, s and t can be calculated and finally，the location of 
(i=l,6) relative to Sq. 
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A.4 Mathematica Scripts for Case Studies 
In this section, mathematica scripts for numerical implementation of algorithms 
for closed-form DPA for SPPM in chapter 3 is listed. 
A.4.1 Type 5-5 Case II 
又 *、 
(* 
{* Forward Kinematics Problem of *) (• 5-5 Case II Stewart Platform •) � 1 * > (* by ‘ 
(* Li Chi Keung *) 
(* ) 
( • 女 
••女 Parameters **********************) 
» * \ (* ‘ 
(* LI, L2, L3, L5, L6 : 6 link lengths *) 
(* Ai (i=[l,6]): base joint coordinates *) 
(* Bi {i=[l,6]) : platform joint coordinates *) 
(* 
• 女 女 • 女 
precision = 200; 
printprecision = 5; 
epsilon = ICT-IO; 
« data; 
- Sartr(Al[[l]]-A2[[l]])-2 + (Al[[2]]-A2[[2]])+ (Al[[3]]-A2[[3]])]; 
！^^ ： la^t A3 1 -A2 1 r 2 + (A3 [ [2] ]-A2 [ [2] ] ) + (A3 [ [3] ]-A2 [ [3] ] ) ^2]; 
fl3 ： S 二 [[(fl[[i]U3[[[[i]]]])A2 + ((Al[[2]]-A3[[2n)A2 + (Al [ [ 3 ] ]-A3 [ [ 3 ] ] ) ]; 
V^ l? - qartr(Birril]-B2[[l]])-2 + (B1[[2]]-B2[[2]])A2 + (Bl [ [3] ]-B2 [ [3] ] ) ^ 2]； 二； 二 sort B3 1 -B2 1 r 2 + B3 [ [2] ]-B2 [ [2] ] ) + (B3 [ [3] ]-B2 [ [3] ] )-2]; 盟；sS[(Bl[[i]]-B3[[l]])^2 + ((Bl[[2]]-B3[[2n”2 + (Bl [ [3] ]-B3 [ [3] ] ”2]; 
a5x = A5[[l]]； a5y = A5[[2]]; a5z = A5[[3]]; 
b5x 二 B5[[l]]; b5y 二 B5[[2]]; b5z = B5[[3]]; 
a6x = A6[[l]]； a6y 二 A6[[2]]; a6z = A6[.[3]]; 
b6x = B6[[l]]； b6y = B6[[2]]; b6z 二 B6[[3]]; 
a5 = Sqrt[a5x"2 + a5yA2 + a5z"2]; 
b5 = Sqrt[b5x-2 + b5y-2 + b5z-2]; 
a6 = Sqrt[a6x"2 + a6y^ 2 + a6z"2]; 
b6 = Sqrt[b6xA2 + b6y-2 + b6z'^ 2]; 
cphi = (al2-2 + L2-2 - Ll-2) / (2 L2 al2); 
Sphi = Sqrt[1 - Cphi"2]; 
rl2 = L2 Cphi; 
sl2 = L2 Sphi; 
Cphil = (al2-2 + a23-2 - al3-2) / (2 al2 a23)； 
？ 二 q : t 浩 災 ： + a23^ 2 - a l 3， / al2]; 
Clamdal = (a23 Sphil) / c; 
Slamdal = (a23 Cphil - rl2)/c; 
Tlamdal = Slamdal/Clamdal; 
Calpha = (bl2-2 + b23-2 - bl3-2) / (2 bl2 b23); 
Salpha = Sqrt[l - Calpha-2]; 
u23 二 (bl2-2 + b23A2 - bl3-2) / (2 b23); 
f l L d a f ' 洁 + b23^2 — / (2 bl3 b23); 
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Slamda4 = Sqrt[1 - Clamda4^2]; 
d = Sqrt[L3A2 + U23A2 - u23 {b23"2 + L3"2 - L4-2) / b23]; 
a5c = a5x Clamdal; a5u = a5x Slamdal; 
a5s = a5y Slamdal; a5v = a5y Clamdal; 
b5c = b5x Clamda4; b5u = b5x Slamda4; 
b5s = b5y Slamda4; b5v = b5y Clamda4; 
a6c = a6x Clamdal; a6u = a6x Slamdal; 
a6s = a6y Slamdal; a6v = a6y Clamdal; 
b6c = b6x Clamda4; b6u = b6x Slamda4; 
b6s = b6y Slamda4; b6v = b6y Clamda4; 
Calphal = (b23^2 + L3^2 - L4^2)/(2 b23 L3); 
Salphal = Sqrt[1 - Calphal^2]; 
el = L3 Calphal; 
e2 = el - u23; 
Sbetal = e2 / (1 SlamdaS); 
Clamda2 = (c^2 + - sl2^2)/ (2 c 1); 
Clamda3 = (v23"2 + 1^2 - / (2 v23 1); 
Sbeta = (Tlamdal (c _ 1 Clamda2)) / (1 Slamda2); 
SC200 = - {c"2 - sl2"2)"2 - + Tlamdal"2; 
SC201 = 2 (c^2 + sl2"2) (1 + Tlamdal^2); 
SC202 = - (1 + Tlamdal^2); 
SC310 = - (V23-2 - dA2)A2 - 4 62^2 v23"2; SC311 = 2 {d^ 2 + v23^2); 
qqoQn = (Sl2^2 - cA2)A2 (v23八2 - d'^ 2} ^ 2; 
s i ' f l = -2 id-2 + V23-2) (c-2 - 312^ 2) - 2 (0^ 2 + sl2^2) (cr2 - v 2 二口； 
3^232 = - sl2A2r2 + V 2 - v23-2)-2 + 4 (c-2 + 312-2) (d八2 + v23-2); 
SS233 = -2 (cA2 + dA2 + 312^2 + v23^2); 
Istnfa = « nlstnfa.txt; 
Istnfb =<< nlstnfb.txt; 
Istnfc = « nlstnfc.txt; 
Istnfd = « nlstnfd.txt; 
Istnga =<< nlstnga.txt; 
Istngb =<< nlstngb.txt; 
Istngc = « nlstngc.txt; 
Istngd =<< nlstngd.txt; 
faO = lstnfa[[1,1,1]]； 
fal2 = lstnfa[[2,2,1]]; 
fal3 = lstnfa[[2,1,2]]; 
fa20 = lstnfa[[3,1,1]]； 
fa24 = lstnfa[[3,2,2]]; 
fa32 = lstnfa[[4,2,1]]; 
fa33 = Istnfa[[4,1,2]]; 
fa4 = lstnfa[[5,1,1]]; 
fbO = lstnfb[[1,1,1]]； 
fbl2 = lstnfb[[2,2,1]]; 
fbl3 = Istnfb[[2,1,2]]; 
fb20 = Istnfb[[3,1,1]]； 
fb24 = Istnfb[[3,2,2]]; 
fb32 = IstnfbL[4,2,1]]； 
fb33 = lstnfb[[4,1,2]]； 
fb40 = lstnfb[[5,1,1]]; 
fb44 = lstnfb[[5,2,2]]; 
fb52 = Istnfb[[6,2,1]]; 
fb53 = Istnfb[[6,1,2]]; 
fb60 = Istnfb[[7,1,1]]； 
fb64 = lstnfb[[7,2,2]]; 
fb72 = Istnfb[[8,2,1]]； 
fb7 3 = Istnfb[[8,1,2]]; 
fb8 = Istnfb[[9,1,1]]; 
fcO = Istnfc[[1,1,1]]； 
fcl2 = Istnfc[[2,2,1]]； 
fcl3 = lstnfc[[2,1,2]]; 
fc2 = lstnfc[[3,1,1]]; 
fdO = lstnfd[[1,1,1]]; 
fdl2 = IstnfdL[2,2,1]]； 
fdl3 = lstnfd[[2,1,2]]; 
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fd20 = lstnfd[[3,1,1]]; 
fd24 = lstnfd[[3,2,2]]; 
fd32 = lstnfd[[4,2,1]]; 
fd33 = lstnfd[[4,1,2]]; 
fd40 = lstnfd[[5,1,1]]; 
fd44 = lstnfd[[5,2,2]]; 
fd52 = lstnfd[[6,2,1]]; 
fd53 = lstnfd[[6,1,2]]; 
fd6 = lstnfd[[7,1,1]]; 
gaO = lstnga[[1,1,1]]; 
gal2 = lstnga[[2,2,1]]; 
gal3 = lstnga[[2,1,2]]; 
ga20 = lstnga[[3,1,1]]; 
ga24 = Istnga[[3,2,2]]; 
ga32 = Istnga[[4,2,1]]; 
ga33 = Istnga[[4,1,2]]; 
ga4 = Istnga[[5,1,1]]; 
gbO = lstngb[[1,1,1]]; 
gbl2 = lstngb[[2,2,1]]; 
gbl3 = lstngb[[2,1,2]]; 
gb20 = lstngb[[3,1,1]]; 
gb24 = lstngb[[3,2,2]]; 
gb32 = lstngb[[4,2,1]]; 
gb33 = lstngb[[4,1,2]]; 
gb40 = lstngb[[5,1,1]]; 
gb44 = lstngb[[5,2,2]]; 
gb52 = lstngb[[6,2,1]]; 
gb53 = lstngb[[6,1,2]]; 
gb60 = lstngb[[7,1,1]]; 
gb64 = lstngb[[7,2,2]]; 
gb72 = lstngb[[8,2,1]]; 
gb73 = lstngb[[8,1,2]]; 
gb8 = lstngb[[9,1,1]]; 
gcO = lstngc[[1,1,1]]; 
gcl2 = lstngc[[2,2,1]]; 
gcl3 = lstngc[[2,1,2]]; 
gc2 = lstngc[[3,1,1]]； 
gdO = lstngd[[1,1,1]]； 
gdl2 = lstngd[[2,2,1]]; 
gdl3 = lstngd[[2,1,2]]; 
gd20 = lstngd[[3,1,1]]; 
gd24 = lstngd[[3,2,2]]; 
gd32 = lstngd[[4,2,1]]; 
gd33 = lstngd[[4,1,2]]; 
gd40 = lstngd[[5,1,1]]； 
gd44 = lstngd[[5,2,2]]; 
gd52 = lstngd[[6,2,1]]; 
gd53 = lstngd[[6,1,2]]; 
gd6 = lstngd[[7,1,1]]； 
IstnTl = « lstnTl.txt; 
IstnTa =<< lstnTa.txt; 
IstnTb = « lstnTb.txt; -
IstnTl 二 N [IstnTl,precision] 
IstnTa = N[IstnTa,precision]; 
IstnTb = N[IstnTb,precision]; 
nTlOO = IstnTl[[1,1,1]]; 
nTl02 = IstnTl[[1,1,3]]; 
nTl04 = IstnTl[[1,1,5]]； 
nTl06 = IstnTl[[1,1,7]]; 
nTl08 = IstnTl[[1,1,9]]; 
nTlOa = IstnTl[[1,1,11]]; 
nTlOc = IstnTl[[1,1,13]]; 
nTl20 = lstnTl[[2,1,2]]; 
nTl22 = IstnTl[[2,1,4]]; 
nTl24 = IstnTl[[2,1,6]]; 
nTl26 = IstnTl[[2,1,8]]; 
nTl28 = IstnTl[[2,1,10]]; 
nTl2a = IstnTl[[2,1,12]]; 
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nTl30 = lstnTl[[1,2,2]]； 
nTl32 = lstnTl[[1,2,4]]; 
nTl34 = IstnTl[[1,2,6]]; 
nTl36 = IstnTl[[1,2,8]]; 
nTl38 = IstnTl[[1,2,10]]; 
nTl3a = IstnTl[[1,2,12]]; 
nTl40 = IstnTl[[2,2,3]]; 
nTl42 = IstnTl[[2,2,5]]; 
nTl44 = IstnTl[[2,2,7]]; 
nTl46 = IstnTl[[2,2,9]]; 
nT148 = IstnTl[[2,2,11]]; 
nTaOO = lstnTa[[1,1,1]]; 
nTa02 = IstnTa[[1,1,3]]; 
nTa04 = lstnTa[[1,1,5]]; 
nTa0 6 = IstnTa[[1,1,7]]; 
nTa08 = lstnTa[[1,1,9]]; 
nTaOa = IstnTa[[1,1,11]]; 
nTa20 = IstnTa[[2,1,2]]; 
nTa22 = IstnTa[[2,1,4]]; 
nTa24 = IstnTa[[2,1,6]]; 
nTa2 6 = IstnTa[[2,1,8]]; 
nTa28 = IstnTa[[2,1,10]]; 
nTaSO = IstnTa[[1,2,2]]; 
nTa32 二 IstnTa[[1,2,4]]; 
nTa34 = IstnTa[[1,2,6]]; 
nTa36 = IstnTa[[1,2,8]]; 
nTa38 = IstnTa[[1,2,10]]; 
nTa40 = IstnTa[[2,2,3]]； 
nTa42 = IstnTa[[2,2,5]]; 
nTa4 4 = IstnTa[[2,2,7]]; 
nTa4 6 = IstnTa[[2,2,9]]; 
nTbOO = lstnTb[[1,1,1]]； 
nTb02 = lstnTb[[1,1,3]]; 
nTb04 = lstnTb[[1,1,5]]; 
nTb06 = lstnTb[[1,1,7]]; 
nTb08 = lstnTb[[1,1,9]]; 
nTbOa = lstnTb[[1,1,11]]; 
nTbOc = lstnTb[[1,1,13]]; 
nTbOe = lstnTb[[1,1,15]]; 
nTb20 = lstnTb[[2,1,2]]; 
nTb22 = lstnTb[[2,1,4]]; 
nTb24 = lstnTb[[2,1,6]]; 
nTb2 6 二 lstnTb[[2,1,8]]; 
nTb28 = lstnTb[[2,1,10]]； 
nTb2a = IstnTb[[2,1,12]]; 
nTb2c = lstnTb[[2,1,14]]; 
nTb30 = lstnTb[[1,2,2]]; 
nTb32 = lstnTb[[1,2,4]]; 
nTb34 = IstnTbC[1,2,6]]; 
nTb36 = lstnTb[[1,2,8]]; 
nTb38 = lstnTb[[1,2,10]]; 
nTb3a = IstnTb[[1,2,12]]; 
nTb3c = lstnTb[[1,2,14]]; 
nTb4 0 = lstnTb[[2,2,3]]； 
nTb42 = lstnTb[[2,2,5]]; -
nTb4 4 二 lstnTb[[2,2,7]]; 
nTb4 6 = lstnTb[[2,2,9]]； 
nTb48 = lstnTb[[2,2,11]]； 
nTb4a = lstnTb[[2,2,13]]; 
EO = « nEO.txt; 
E2 = « nE2.txt； 
E3 = « nE3.txt； 
E4 =<< nE4.txt; 
E5 = « nE5 . txt; 
E6 = « nE6.txt; 
… o Trn-9 P9-9 e5 - 2 EO-2 £3^2 E6 + 8 EO E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 - 2 £0^2 £4^2 E5 E6 
！^^ ： -5'2 ° 2 11^2 E3^2 E5 E6 + 2 E2^2 E4^2 E5^2 E6 - E 3 M E6^2 + 2 E3^2 E4^2 E5 
E6A2 - E4^4 E5A2 E6^2)； 
eqn = Expand[eqn]； . • 
xrule = NSolve[eqn==0,X,precision]; 
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X = X /. xrule; 
nfa = faO + 
1 (fal2 SC20 + fal3 SC31) + 
1^2 (fa20 + fa24 SC20 SC31) + 
1^3 (fa32 SC20 + fa33 SC31) + 
1^4 fa4; 
dfa = 2 c v23 1^2; 
nfb = fbO + 
1 (fbl2 SC20 + fbl3 SC31) + 
1^2 (fb20 + fb24 SC20 SC31) + 
1^3 (fb32 SC20 + fb33 SC31) + 
1^4 (fb40 + fb44 SC20 SC31) + 
1^5 (fb52 SC20 + fb53 SC31) + 
1^6 (fb60 + fb64 SC20 SC31) + 
1^7 (fb72 SC20 + fb73 SC31) + 
fb8; 
dfb = 8 v23^2 1^4 SS23; 
nfc = fcO + (fcl2 SC20 + fcl3 SC31) 1 + fc2 
dfc = c 1 v23; 
nfd = fdO + 
1 (fdl2 SC20 + fdl3 SC31) + 
1^2 (fd20 + fd24 SC20 SC31) + 
1-3 (fd32 SC20 + fd33 SC31) + 
1^4 (fd40 + fd44 SC20 SC31) + 
1^5 (fd52 SC20 + fd53 SC31) + 
1-6 fd6; 
dfd = 2 cA2 v23"2 SS23; 
nga = gaO + 
1 (gal2 SC20 + gal3 SC31) + 
1^2 (ga20 + ga24 SC20 SC31) + 
1^3 (ga32 SC20 + ga33 SC31) + 
I M ga4; 
dga = 2 c v23 1^2; 
ngb = gbO + 
1 (gbl2 SC20 + gbl3 SC31) + 
1-2 (gb20 + gb24 SC20 SC31) + 
1-3 (gb32 SC20 + gb33 SC31) + 
1^4 (gb40 + gb44 SC20 SC31) + 
1-5 (gb52 SC20 + gb53 SC31) + 
1^6 (gb60 + gb64 SC20 SC31) + 
1-7 (gb72 SC20 + gb73 SC31) + 
1^8 gb8; 
dgb 二 8 c"2 v23"2 I M SS23; 
ngc = gcO + (gcl2 SC20 + gcl3 SC31) 1 + gc2 1八2; 
dgc = c 1 v23; 
ngd = gdO + ^� 
1 (gdl2 SC20 + gdl3 SC31) + 
1-2 (gd20 + gd24 SC20 SC31) + 
1-3 (gd32 SC20 + gd33 SC31) + 
1-4 (gd40 + gd4 4 SC20 SC31) + 
1^5 (gd52 SC20 + gd53 SC31) + 
1^6 gd6; 
dgd = 2 c"2 v23^2 1^3 SS23; 
fa = nfa / dfa; 
fb = nfb / dfb; 
fc = nfc / dfc; 
fd = nfd / dfd; 
ga = nga / dga; 
gb = ngb / dgb; 
gc = ngc / dgc; 
gd = ngd / dgd; 
F1 = fa + fb + fc 1 + 
F2 = fd; 
F3 = fa - fb + fc 1 + 
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G1 = ga + gb + gc 1 + 1^2; 
G2 = gd; 
G3 = ga - gb + gc 1 + 1^2; 
F = { Fl, F2, F3 }； 
G = { Gl, G2, G3 }； 
F = Expand[F]; 
G = Expand[G]; 
aaa = SC200 + SC201 + SC202 1^4; 
bbb = SC310 + SC311 - I M ; 
ccc = SS230 + SS231 1^2 + SS232 I M + SS233 1^6 + l^S; 
solution = X； 
For [maincounter=l,maincounter<Length[solution]+1,maincounter++, 
Print["maincounter = maincounter]; 
y = X[[maincounter]]; 
If[Chop[y,epsilon]===0,Continue[]]; 
naaa = N[aaa //. { l->Sqrt[y] },precision]; 
nbbb = N[bbb //• { l->Sqrt[y] },precision]; 
nccc = N[ccc //. { l->Sqrt[y] },precision]; 
SSsign = { { aa_>Sqrt[naaa], bb_>Sqrt[nbbb], cc->Sqrt[nccc] }, 
{ aa_>-Sqrt[naaa], bb->Sqrt[nbbb], cc->-Sqrt[nccc] }, 
{ aa_>Sqrt[naaa], bb->-Sqrt[nbbb], cc->-Sqrt[nccc] }, 
{ aa->-Sqrt[naaa], bb->-Sqrt[nbbb], cc->Sqrt[nccc] } }; 
[chop^eqn^/!' Insert[SSsign[[i]],1->Sqrt[y],1],epsilon]===0,Break[]] 
]； 
If [i二===2 丨丨 i===4, Slamda2sign = -1, Slamda2sign = 1]; 
If [i===3 I I i===4, SlamdaSsign = -1, SlamdaSsign = 1]; 
If [i===5. Continue[]]; 
Slamda2=.； Slamda3=.； Cbeta=.； Cbetal二.； 
Clamda2 =(。八2 + 1^2 - s l 2 � / ( 2 c 1); 
ClamdaS = (v23-2 + 1^2 - d-2)/(2 v23 1); 
Sbeta = (c - 1 Clamda2) Tlamdal / (1 Slamda2); 
Sbetal = e2 / (1 SlamdaS); 
Clamda2 = N[Clamda2 /. l->Sqrt[y],precision]; 
Clamda3 = N[Clamda3 /. l->Sqrt[y],precision]; 
r Sbeta = N[Sbeta /. l->Sqrt[y],precision]; 
Sbetal = N[Sbetal /. l_>Sqrt[y],precision]; 
Slamda2 二 N [Slamda2sign Sqrt [1-Clamda2'^2] ,precision]; 
SlamdaS = N[Slamda3sign Sqrt[1-Clamda3'^2],precision]; 
Cbeta = N[Sqrt[1-Sbeta^2],precision]; 
Cbetal = N[Sqrt[1-Sbetal^2],precision]; 
nF = N[F /. { l->Sqrt[y], SC20->Slamda2 Cbeta, SC31->Slamda3 Cbetal, SS23->Slamda2 
[G' l->Vqrt [y] , SC20->Slamda2 Cbeta, SC31->Slamda3 Cbetal, SS23->Slamda2 
SlamdaS },precision]; 
closures = nF[[1]] + nF[[2]] u + nF[[3]] 
closures = nG[[1]] + nG[[2]] u + nG[[3]] u 义 
u5 = Solve[closure5==0,u]; 
u6 = Solve[closure6==0,u]; 
u5 = u /. u5; 
u6 = u /. u6; 
If [Chop[u5[[1]]-u6[[1]],epsilon] === 0, v = u5[[l]]. 
If [Chop[-u5[ [1] ]-u6[ [2] ], epsilon] === 0, v = u5[ [1]], 
If [Chop[u5[[2]]-u6[[1]],epsilon] = = = 0 , v = u5[[2]], 
If [Chop[u5[[2]]-u6[[2]],epsilon] === 0, v = u5[[2]], 
Continue[]]]]]; 
If [Head[v]===Syinbol, Continue []]； 
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C2 = (1-VA2)/(1+VA2)； 
S2 = (2 V) / (l+v"2); 
Rot = « rot.txt; 
Tran = « tran.txt; 
nRot = N[Rot//.l->Sqrt[y],precision]; 
nTran = N[Tran//.l->Sqrt[y],precision]; 
nRot = Chop[nRot,epsilon]; 
nTran = Chop[nTran,epsilon]; 
b = nRot.Bl + nTran; 
BIO = Chop[b,epsilon]; 
b = nRot.B2 + nTran; 
B20 = Chop[b,epsilon]; 
b = nRot.B3 + nTran; 
B 3 0 = C h o p [ b , e p s i l o n ] ; 
b = nRot.BS + nTran; 
B50 = Chop[b,epsilon]; 
b = nRot.B6 + nTran; 
B60 = C h o p [ b , e p s i l o n ] ; 
Print["solution number = ",maincounter]; 
Print [“ “] •‘ 
Print[]; . . 
Print["B1 = SetPrecision[BlO,printprecision]]; 
Print["B2 = ",SetPrecision[B20,printprecision]]; 
Print["B3 = SetPrecision[B30,printprecision]]; 
Print["B5 = SetPrecision[B50,printprecision]]; 
Print["B6 = SetPrecision[B60,printprecision]]; 
Print[]; 
Print["Rotation = " ] ; 
Print[SetPrecision[nRot,printprecision]]; 
Print["Translation = “ ] ; 
Print[SetPrecision[nTran,printprecision]]; 
Print[]; 
BIO » > BIO.txt; 
B20 » > B20.txt; 
B30 » > B30.txt; 
B50 » > B50.txt; 
B60 >>> B60.txt; 
nRot >>> nRot.txt; 





A.4.2 Type 6-6 with 4 Collinear Joint Centers on Both Link Connected 
Together 
(* *) 
(• Forward Kinematics Problem of *) 
(* 6-6 Stewart Platform, Case 4-4 •) , * \ (* by ‘ 
(* Li Chi Keung *) 
(* 02/11/1994 *) 
(* *) 
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… … * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * P a r a m e t e r s … … * … … … * … … … ） 
V * \ 
{* ；^ (• L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6 ： 6 link lengths 
(* Ai (i=[l,6]) ： base joint coordinates ) 
(* Bi (i=[l,6]) : platform joint coordinates *) 
{！ 
« data; 
precision = 100; 
epsilon = 10^-10; 
L I = N [ L 1 , p r e c i s i o n ] ; L 2 = N [ L 2 , p r e c i s i o n ] ; L 3 = N [ L 3 , p r e c i s i o n ] ; 
L 4 = N [ L 4 , p r e c i s i o n ] ; L5 = N [ L 5 , p r e c i s i o n ] ; L 6 = N [ L 6 , p r e c i s i o n ] ; 
a2x = A2[[l]]; .a3x = A3[[l]]； a4x = A4[[l]]; 
b2x = B2[[1]]； b3x = B3[[1]]； b4x = B4[[1]]； 
a5x = A5[[l]]； a5y = A5[[2]]; 
a6x = A6[[1]]； a6y = A6[[2]]； a6z = A6[[3]]; 
b5x = B5[[1]]； b5y = B5[[2]]; 
b 6 x = B 6 [ [ 1 ] ]； b 6 y = B 6 [ [ 2 ] ]； b 6 z = B 6 [ [ 3 ] ] ; 
a2 = a2x; a3 = a3x; a4 = a4x; 
b2 = b2x; b3 = b3x; b4 = b4x; 
d2 = {L2-2 - Ll"2 - b2-2 - a2"2) / 2; 
d3 = {L3-2 - Ll-2 - b3-2 - a3"2) / 2; 
d4 = (L4"2 - Ll^2 - b4^2 - a4"2) / 2; 
t = -(d2 b3 b4 (a3-a4)_d3 b2 b4 (a2-a4) + d4 b2 b3 (a2_a3))/(Ll(a2 b3 b4 (a3-a4)-a3 b2 
b4 (a2-a4)+a4 b2 b3 (a2-a3))); 
n ： 眾 � 3 + Ll t) - b3 (Ll t - a3) (d2 + a2 Ll t))/((a3 - a2) b2 b3 Ll 
(b3 (d2 + a2 Ll t)-b2 (d3 + a3 Ll t))/{(a3-a2) b2 b3); 
m = mSign S q r t [ ] ; 
replist = { Cos[alphax]->1/Sqrt[l-n-2], Sin[alphax]->m/Sqrt[l-n-2], 
Cos[alphaz]->Sqrt[l-n-2], Sin[alphaz]->n }; 
uvlist = { Cos [thetal] -Xl-u-2) / {l+u-2) , Sin[thetal]->(2 u)/(l+u-2), 
C o s [ t h e t a 2 ] - X l - v - 2 ) / (l+v-2) , S i n [ t h e t a 2 ] - > ( 2 v ) / ( l + v - 2 ) }; 
F = « F.txt； G = « G.txt; 
F = F //. replist; G = G//. replist; 
Fa = F II. mSign->l; Ga = G //. mSign->l; 
Fb = F II. mSign->-l; Gb = G //• mSign_>_l; 
F l l = F a [ [ 1 , 1 ] ]； F 1 2 = F a [ [ 1 , 2 ] ]； F 1 3 = F a [ [ 1 , 3 ] ] ; 
F 2 1 = F a [ [ 2 , 1 ] ]； F 2 2 = F a [ [ 2 , 2 ] ]； F 2 3 = F a [ [ 2 , 3 ] ] ; 
F 3 1 = F a [ [ 3 , i n ; F 3 2 = F a [ [3,2] ] ； F 3 3 = F a [ [ 3 , 3 ] ] ; 
G i l = G a [ [ 1 , 1 ] ]； G 1 2 = G a [ [ 1 , 2 ] ]； G 1 3 = G a [ [ 1 , 3 ] ]； 
G21 = Ga[[2,1]]； G22 = Ga[[2,2]]; G23 = Ga[[2,3]]; 
G 3 1 = G a [ [ 3 , l ] ] ; G 3 2 二 G a [ [ 3 , 2 ] ] ; G 3 3 = G a [ [ 3 , 3 ] ]； 
eqn = « Eqn.txt; 
v a = N S o l v e [ e q n = = 0 , v , p r e c i s i o n ] 
F l l = F b [ [ l , l ] ] ; F 1 2 = F b [ [ l , 2 ] ] ; F 1 3 = F b [ [ 1 , 3 ] ]； 
F21 = Fb[[2,1]]； F22 = Fb[[2,2]]； F23 = Fb[[2,3]]； 
F 3 1 = F b [ [ 3 , l ] ] ; F 3 2 = F b [ [ 3 , 2 ] ] ; F 3 3 . = F b [ [ 3 , 3 ] ]； 
Gil = Gb[[1,1]]； G12 = Gb[[1,2]]； G13 = Gb[[1,3]]； 
G 2 1 = G b [ [ 2 , 1 ] ]； G 2 2 = G b [ [ 2 , 2 ] ]； G 2 3 = G b [ [ 2 , 3 ] ]； 
G 3 1 = G b [ [ 3 , 1 ] ]； G 3 2 = G b [ [ 3 , 2 ] ]； G 3 3 = G b [ [ 3 , 3 ] ]； 
eqn = « Eqn. txt; 
vb = NSolve[eqn==0,v,precision] 
c5a = Fa[[1,1]] + Fa[[1,2]] v + Fa[[l,3]] v-2 + 
(Fa[[2,1]] + Fa[[2,2]] v + Fa[[2,3]] v^2) u + 
(Fa[[3,1]] + Fa[[3,2]] v + Fa[[3,3]] v-2) u-2; 
c6a = Ga[[1,1]] + Ga[[l,2]] v + Ga[[l,3]] v-2 + 
(Ga[[2,1]] + Ga[[2,2]] v + Ga[[2,3]] v-2) u + 
(Ga[[3,1]] + Ga[[3,2]] v + Ga[[3,3]] v"2) u"2; 
c 5 b = F b [ [ 1 , 1 ] ] + F b [ [ 1 , 2 ] ] V + F b [ [ 1 , 3 ] ] + 
(Fb[[2,1]] + Fb[[2,2]] V + Fb[[2,3]] v"2) u + 
( F b [ [ 3 , 1 ] ] + F b [ [ 3 , 2 ] ] V + F b [ [ 3 , 3 ] ] v ^ 2 ) 
c6b = Gb[[1,1]] + Gb[[1,2]] v + Gb[[1,3]] + 
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(Gb[[2,l]] + Gb[[2,2]] V + Gb[[2,3]] v-2) u + 
(Gb[[3,l]] + Gb[[3,2]] V + Gb[[3,3]] v-2) u-2; 
nc5a = c5a II. va; 
nc6a = c6a II. va; 
nc5b = c5b II. vb; 
nc6b = c6b //. vb; 
ua = {}； 
ub = {}; 
For [i=l,i<9,i++, 
u5a = NSolve[nc5a[[i]]==0,u,precision]; 
u6a = NSolve[nc6a[[i]]==0,u,precision]; 
u5b = NSolve[nc5b[U]]==0,u,precision]; 
u6b = NSolve[nc6b[[i]]==0,u,precision]; 
u5aa = u //. u5a; 
u6aa = u //. u6a; 
u5bb = u //. u5b; 
u6bb = u / / . u 6 b ; � r r ” i 
If [Chop[u5aa[[1]]-u6aa[[1]],epsilon] === 0, uatmp = u5a[[l], 
If [Chop[u5aa[[1]]-u6aa[[2]],epsilon] === 0, uatmp = u5a[[l]]. 
If [Chop[u5aa[[2]]-u6aa[[1]],epsilon] === 0, uatmp = u5a[[2]]. 
If [Chop[u5aa[[2]]-u6aa[[2]],epsilon] === 0, uatmp = u5a[[2]], 
uatmp = NotSolution]]]]; 
If [Chop[u5bb[[1]]-u6bb[[1]],epsilon] === 0, ubtmp = u5b[[l]]. 
If [Chop[u5bb[ [1] ] -u6bb[ [2] ], epsilon] === 0, ubtmp = ^^bni] ]. 
If [Chop [u5bb [ [2] ] -u6bb [ [1] ] , epsilon] ===== 0, ubtmp = u5b[[2]]. 
If [Chop[u5bb[[2]]-u6bb[[2]],epsilon] === 0, ubtmp = u5b[[2]], 
ubtmp = NotSolution]]]]; 
ua = Append[ua, uatmp]; 
ub = Append[ub, ubtmp]; 
] 
sola = {}; solb = {}； 
For [i=l,i<9,i++, 
sola = Append[sola,Insert[ua[[i]],va[[i,1]],2]]; 
solb = Append[solb,Insert[ub[[i]],vb[[i,l]],2]]; 
]； 
Rot =<< rot.txt; 
Tran =<< tran.txt; 
Rot = Rot //• replist; 
Rot = Rot II. uvlist; 
Tran = Tran //. replist; 
Tran = Tran //. uvlist; 
Rota = Rot //. mSign->l; 
Rota = Rota II. sola; 
Rotb 二 Rot II. mSign->-l; 
Rotb = Rotb II. solb; 
Trana = Tran //. sola; 
Tranb = Tran //. solb; 
Lla = {}; Lib = {}； 
L2a = {}; L2b = {}; 
L3a = {}; L3b = {}； -
L4a = {}; L4b = {}; 
L5a = {}; L5b = {}; 
L6a = {}； L6b = {}; 
Bla = {}; Bib = {}; 
B2a = {}; B2b = {}; 
B3a = {}; B3b = {}; 
B4a = {}； B4b = {}; 
B5a = {}; B5b = {}; 
B6a = {}； B6b = {}; 
For [i=l,i<9,i++, 
Bla = Append[Bla, Chop[Rota[[i]].Bl + Trana[[i]],epsilon]]; 
B2a = Append[B2a. Chop[Rota[[i]].B2 + Trana[[i]],epsilon]]; 
B3a = Append[B3a, Chop[Rota[[i]].B3 + Trana[[i]],epsilon]]; 
B4a = Append[B4a, Chop[Rota[[i]].B4 + Trana[[i]],epsilon]]; 
B5a = Append[B5a. Chop[Rota[U]].B5 + Trana[[i]],epsilon]]; 
B6a = Append [B6a, Chop [Rota [ [i] ] .B6 + Trana [ [i],] , epsilon]]; 
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Bib = Append[Bib, Chop[Rotb[[i]].B1 + Tranb[[i]],epsilon ; 
B2b = Append[B2b, Chop[Rotb[[i]].B2 + Tranb[[i]],epsilon ; 
B3b = Append[B3b, Chop[Rotb[[i]].B3 + Tranb[[i]],epsilon ; 
B4b = Append[B4b, Chop[Rotb[[i]].B4 + Tranb[[i]],epsilon ; 
B5b = Append[B5b, Chop[Rotb[[i]].B5 + Tranb[[i]],epsilon ; 
B6b = Append[B6b, Chop[Rotb[[i]].B6 + Tranb[[i]],epsilon]]; 
] 
bl = Join[Bla,Bib]; 
b2 = Join[B2a,B2b]; 
b3 = Join[B3a,B3b]; 
b4 = Join[B4a,B4b]; 
b5 = Join[B5a,B5b]; 
b6 = Join[B6a,B6b]; 
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A.3 Analytic Expressions for Symbols of Type 6-6 (L4L) 
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